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Abstract
This thesis gives an overview and discusses how some chosen design
patterns fit the Android environment, and it point out what dependencies
the design patterns have on the Android system. There does not seem
to be any related work of design patterns as applied to Android, so the
research is novel and is done as an empirical experiment. The evaluation is
therefore done in a subjective perspective where the author’s observations
are presented. The research looks at how the chosen design patterns
function when applied to Android, and it tries to adjust the design patterns
to fit the Android system, if needed. The chosen design patterns are also
put up against some criteria to evaluate them on a common ground. The
result shows that most of the chosen design patterns are implementable
in Android with some limitations, where it is dependency on the Android
system that limit some design patterns from being fully implementable.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
In 1995, Erich Gamma, Richard Helm, Ralph Johnson and John Vlissides
published a book called Design Patterns Elements of Reusable Object-
Oriented Software [23]. In this book they state that "patterns are a solution
to a problem in a context" [23, p. 3], and that design patterns in their book
are "descriptions of communicating objects and classes that are customized
to solve a general design problem in a particular context" [23, p. 3]. In this
book they systematically go through design patterns they have found in
real projects of different sizes, categorized them and given them names.
They present the problem they are solving and offer a solution in C++
and/or Smalltalk. This book can be seen as a systematic foundation of
design patterns.
Design patterns is a widely used term in the programming world.
Naming a design pattern gives programmers with equal understanding of
a design pattern a way to communicate and discuss if a design pattern
can solve a problem they are having. It is a great strength to be able to
use design pattern names when discussing a design for an application.
Even though programmers have a basic understanding of what a design
pattern contains, that does not mean they would implement it equally.
And different languages offer different ways of implementing the same
functionality.
Design patterns offer a solution to a problem in a context. So what
if we are programming in a smartphone environment? Will the design
patterns still suit the context, or do we have other concerns we have to
adjust to? If we use the Internet as a resource to find a solution to this, we
find that people have tried to find ways to adjust to be able to bring their
best practises with them when programming for a smartphone. There is a
wide range of solutions that work to a certain degree. So there is a lack of
knowledge about how design patterns fit into a smartphone environment.
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1.2 Goals
The goal of this research was to find out how design patterns fit a
Smartphone Environment. I have chosen to limit it to only Android
because it is a more open framework that is used across different phones.
I was also interested in seeing how a common application Architecture
called MVC (Model View Controller) fit the Android framework.
1.3 Approach
The way I chose to approach this project was a empirical study where
I made an application. I selected what I think are the most commonly
used design patterns and investigated how they suited the Android
environment. I also dove into the core Android Architecture to ensure that
I was working with the system and not against it.
1.4 Evaluation
Evaluation through this project is done in a subjective perspective. It is
my view on things that is presented, and the results are based on my
observations.
My approach for evaluating the respective design patterns was to put
them up against some selected criteria. By doing this systematically, I gain
a table of results. And when I looked upon my results as a matrix where
each point counts independently, I found some points to be much more
important than others. I also used my results to find some patterns between
my criteria and limitations in Android.
1.5 Work Done
I have built an application where I have used the chosen design patterns.
Later on, I have used the application to analyse whether or not the chosen
design patterns fit the mobile environment. I did this by putting the design
patterns up against my criteria, as explained in 1.4 Evaluation. I have also
had a closer look at Activities in Android and how important they are in
the Android environment.
1.6 Results
The short version of my result is that Android has its own Architecture
design that one has to take into consideration. This is what limits the
implementation of some design patterns.
I also found a classic MVC architecture to go against Android’s
Architecture, and that an Android approach would be MAS (Model
Activity System). The Model will then be the same as in a classic MVC,
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an Activity will represent View and Controller, and the Android System is
used to communicate between different components in the Application.
1.7 Contributions
A empirical study of selected design patterns’ usefulness in the Android
environment.
• Implementing well-known Design Patterns in Android
• Analysing if the Chosen Design Patterns fit
• Finding some Limitations in Android
1.7.1 Implementing well-known Design Patterns in Android
I have made an application where I have implemented selected design pat-
terns in different ways. First starting with a straightforward implementa-
tion and then adjusting it to suit the Android system better. By doing this
I have come across challenges where I often had to adapt to the Android
environment to get things working.
1.7.2 Analysing if the Chosen Design Patterns fit
I have taken the design patterns I have implemented and put them up
against my criteria. After that I analysed my matrix of results and found the
most interesting points that are worth mentioning. And it is these design
patterns I present in this report.
1.7.3 Finding some Limitations in Android
I have looked at design patterns in Android Environment as a whole, and
tried to find what common limitations one has to look out for in Android.
1.8 Conclusion
I concluded that most design patterns were implementable with some
limitations, and that it is important to take the system into account. I
also found that design patterns that had high complexity did not fit that
well. When it came to the architecture design pattern MVC, I found it went
against Android’s standard architecture.
1.9 Report Overview
The thesis consists of five chapters and an appendix. The three first
chapters lie under the Introduction part of the thesis. The rest of the
chapters and the appendix lies under one part each. The content of the
chapters are as following:
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Chapter 1: Introduction Gives an introduction to the work done in the
thesis.
Chapter 2: Related Work Present what there is to say about related work.
Chapter 3: Activity in Android’s Smartphone Environment An introduc-
tion to Activities in Android and how it is affected by the Android
architecture is described.
Chapter 4: The Project All the work done and results is presented in this
chapter. It is offered an implementation of design patterns that had to
adjust to the Android system, and unaffected design patterns is also
commented. All the chosen deign patterns is also looked upon as a
whole and evaluated on a common ground.
Chapter 5: Conclusion This chapter contains my conclusion of the project
and my contributions to the field.
Appendix The Appendix contains a full version code of some design
patterns that have been adjusted to fit the Android Environment, and
it also has some material for related work.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
I did not manage to find any related work that was looking at Design
Patterns as applied to Android applications. Most of the work I found
when searching for work related to Design Patterns and Android was
about how you should design your application when it came to UI (User
Interface) components and similar themes. There were only dead ends
finding related work about Design Patterns applied to Android
So after trying myself I asked my advisor Eric Bartley Jul for help to
find some related work to my thesis. He found the same work as I did
when searching for related work. But my advisor has many more contacts
then I within in the field of design patterns, and he happened to know
Ralph Johnson. Ralph is one of the authors of the GoF [23] book, and from
looking at his blog [21] is still working within the field of design patterns.
So my advisor asked him:
Eric: "I have a student who is looking at Design Patterns as applied to
Android applications - would you have any related work references
that you might point him to? Or any thoughts on Android in relation
to Design Patterns?"
The response he got from him was the following:
Ralph: "I’m afraid I don’t know of work specific to Android. Given that
it is Java, I would be surprised if there weren’t lots of examples of
design patterns in their code, but I don’t know anybody who has
worked in that area. So, it ought to be a fruitful area for your student."
After getting this response from someone well respected within the
field of design patterns, I ended up being satisfied that there was no related
work to what I am doing. And if there is any I was not able to find it. But
from working with Android I can confirm that there are lots of examples of
design patterns in their code. And it was indeed a fruitful area.
If I am to put my work somewhere in the world of science I will have
to cite the great influential scientist Isaac Newton: "If I have seen further
it is by standing on the shoulders of Giants". So if I take this expression in
comparison to my work, then I can not say that I am standing directly on
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shoulders of a Giant. Android might be a Giant and Design Patterns might
be a Giant. But from the work I have done, I will be the person standing
in between the two giants with one foot on each. And right under me is
cloudy air. So my work may be one of the first steps in combining the field
of Design Patterns with Android applications.
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Chapter 3
Activity in Android’s
Smartphone Environment
3.1 Introduction
In today’s society most people know what a smartphone is and the majority
of new phones that are sold are smartphones. But what is the difference
between a smartphone and a phone? Well, the first smartphone was
introduced March 1998 and was named Ericsson R380. It was presented
as a device that combined a PDA (Personal digital assistant) with a
phone. And it was only Ericsson that could make applications for this
first smartphone. But most people became aware of the smartphone after
Apple’s release of iPhone June 29, 2007. So what did they do differently
from the Ericsson R380? I will point out two things that I think made
Apple do so well with their first smartphone. The first thing is that they
gave out a SDK (Software development kit) allowing other people to make
applications for their phones. The other thing was that they introduced
a market where people could distribute their applications. In this way
they made it possible for people to have all kind of applications. Some
will also say that things like processor strength and mobile internet speed
was important as well, but I would say that my two points were the most
important ones. Google unveiled their smartphone OS (Operating System)
called Android in 2007, but the first Android running smartphone was not
sold before 2008. Google’s vision with Android was: "Our vision is that
the powerful platform we’re unveiling will power thousands of different
phone models" [1]. It was not to be closed to one company like iPhone.
My interest in this lies in how to make programs for smartphones. I
have chosen to focus on Android as the smartphone environment. But what
does it mean to program in a smartphone environment? Well, the most
obvious points would be that it has little screen space and less processor
strength than a laptop or desktop. This means that one will have to spread
presentations and workflow over multiple screens or reduce the options
for the user. But what are the rest of the aspects? What is a smartphone
environment? An environment can be seen as everything surrounding
a system. So a smartphone system like Android, iPhone, etc. being the
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system, a smartphone environment would be everything surrounding the
smartphone system. And because my interest is in Android, I will interpret
an Android environment as all aspects surrounding the core Android
system.
Android’s smartphone environment consists of four main components.
These components are Activity, Service, Content Provider and Broadcast
Receiver. All these components serve a purpose in the environment and
the core Android system handles them accordingly. The components
are loosely coupled, and it is also possible to run other applications
components within an application if they allow for it.
The goal of this essay is to have a closer look at the Activity component
in Android. I will try to touch on the most important aspects in regard to
an Activity. Some of the aspects are also used by the other components.
3.1.1 Activity
Activity is the component that has the user interface, and all real time data
flow runs within the Activity. Applications typically consist of multiple
Activities, where each Activity serves a purpose of doing something.
Having an Activity that lists some data and another that shows a detailed
view of the data would be an example of this.
3.1.2 Service
Services are used to do time consuming work and/or remote processes
work [11]. A Service does not have an interface and is running in the
background. Services are started from other components like an Activity,
but are not bound to the component starting it. So if the component starting
it is destroyed, the Service will not be affected. The Service has its own life
cycle and will run according to how it is set up. But the system can also
destroy any Service if memory is running low. One should therefore be
sure to finish Services when they are not needed anymore.
3.1.3 Content Provider
Content Providers [8] are used to store data in a structured way. They
encapsulate the data and manage access through security mechanisms.
Content Providers are Android’s way of sharing data across applications.
One might also need content providers for private use in an application.
An example would be if one needed to provide custom search suggestions
in an applications.
3.1.4 Broadcast Receiver
"A broadcast receiver is a component that responds to system-wide
broadcast announcements" [7]. There are broadcasts that are sent out by
the System or other components. Broadcasts can be used to notify when
files are finished downloading and ready to be shown to the user. A typical
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system broadcast would be that the screen is turned off or the battery
running low.
3.2 Activity
Anyone diving into Android programming will start out doing a "hallo
world" with an Activity. And for many people, knowing Activity will be all
they need to create their application. From the user’s point of view, Activity
is the component the user sees, interacts with and leaves when finished. It
is also what the user relies on to be consistent, and people’s perception of
applications being consistent can differ from one user to another. But some
basics should be covered. An example could be that a user turns off the
screen. He then expects it to be able to continue where he left off. And
given the reliability that Activities should be as consistent as possible, I
will contend that Activity is the most important component to master as an
Android programmer.
Technically, an Activity can be seen as a standalone part. It has its own
life cycle where it moves between states depending if it has user focus or is
sleeping in background. To start another Activity, one initiates it by asking
the Android system to start it. To do this he uses the systems messaging
system, where messages are called Intents.
3.2.1 Intent System
The Intent [9] system on an Android phone can be compared to an internal
command- or messaging system. If one wants the system to change to
another Activity, he will typically ask the system to start it by sending an
Intent. And this can be done in two ways, explicitly and implicitly. One
would typically use an explicit intent within an application. An explicit
Intent is done by naming the target class and asking it to start. But one can
also send an implicit intent when he does not know the name of the target.
This is typically used when one wants another’s application’s Activities or
Services to do some work for him, and it can even return a result. So he
will then describe implicitly what he want to do in the Intent.
Implicit intents have three main types of fields that can be set. The first
is ACTION where one can describe what kind of action to do. The next is
CATEGORY which is used to specify what kind of component should be
used to execute the action. But one can always make CATEGORY default
if not existing. The third main type one can specify is DATA. Data has
two fields, one for mime type and one to specify a URI (Uniform Resource
Identifier) of where to find the data. Neither data fields are required, but
they give the programmer a chance to specify as much as needed.
So when sending an implicit intent, the system will compare the
ACTION, CATEGORY and DATA fields specified in the Intent with intent
filters of all applications Activities, Services, and broadcast receivers. And
if there is more than one match, the user has to choose which one to use.
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This makes the system quite open and I will talk more about this under
Access control.
3.2.2 Access Control
When working with Activities, one will get a default implementation
of access to the application. This will give other applications access to
launch the application from scratch, and the rest of the Activities must be
referenced explicitly with full path to start them. All of this is configured in
the AndroidManifest.xml file specific to the application. So if one wants to
give other applications access to specific Activities, one will be able to do
this through intent filters [9].
Intent filters can be seen as interfaces when comparing with program-
ming. They describe the behaviour of the Activity. So when the Android
system reads an intent filters in the AndroidManifest.xml file, it will know
what to expect from the Activities in an application. When not declaring
any intent filters, the system will need a full path to an Activity to start it.
And Activities do not exist if they are not declared. It is also important to
point out that one can not control specific access to an Activity with an in-
tent filter. So Activities are always public in Android, but applications need
to directly reference them to use them. So in a sense Activities without an
intent filter are private to an application.
To give an example, I will show some simple code I have done while
testing out some Activities. The first I will show is the very first Activity
one create. This will look like Figure 3.1 in the AndroidManifest.xml file.
The first thing you see is that the Activity itself is declared with an Activity
tag, and has a name and a label. But within the Activity tag it has a new
tag called intent-filter. By having this filter it is public to all applications.
It has a special declaration because this is the first Activity that launches
the application. By having an action tag that is set to MAIN and a category
tag set to LAUNCHER, tells the system that this is the start Activity of the
application. All Activities will be able to call this and when called Android
will start the application from scratch.
If I create a new Activity in my application and declare it in the
AndroidManifest.xml file, it will look something like Figure 3.2. This
Activity does not have an intent filter, and is therefore in a sense private
to the application. But it still has a name and label.
Let us go one step forward and look at a third Activity that I want to be
public for everyone. This means that I will describe its behaviour through
the intent filter so it can receive calls implicitly. I want other applications
to know that this Activity is able to send data, and I want it to only accept
plain text (Figure 3.3). The way I tell the system that this Activity is able to
send plain text data, is by using some predefined values. The action is set
to Android.intent.action.SEND and it tells the system that this Activity is
able to send data. I will need to set category to DEFAULT because I do not
have any category. And the final thing is that I only want to receive data of
plain text. I do this by specifying the mime type in the data tag.
If Java code was to call this Activity, one would need to write something
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1 <manifest ...>
<application ...>
3 <activity
android:name="master.activity.lifeccycletest.
LifeCycle"
5 android:label="@string/app_name" >
<intent -filter >
7 <action android:name="intent.action.MAIN" />
<category android:name="android.intent.
category.LAUNCHER" />
9 </intent -filter >
</activity >
11 </application >
</manifest >
Figure 3.1: The Main Activity’s Intent Filter
<manifest ...>
2 <application ...>
<activity
4 android:name="master.activity.lifeccycletest.
BrotherActivity"
android:label="@string/title_activity_brother"
>
6 </activity >
</application >
8 </manifest >
Figure 3.2: Private Activity
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<manifest ...>
2 <application ...>
<activity
4 android:name="master.activity.lifeccycletest.
IntentFilterTest"
android:label="@string/
title_activity_intent_filter_test" >
6 <intent -filter >
<action android:name="android.intent.action.
SEND" />
8 <category android:name="android.intent.
category.DEFAULT" />
<data android:mimeType="text/*" />
10 </intent -filter >
</activity >
12 </application >
</manifest >
Figure 3.3: Intent Filter for implicit Intents
1 Intent intent = new Intent(Intent.ACTION\_SEND);
intent.setType("text/plain");
3 intent.putExtra(android.content.Intent.EXTRA\_TEXT ,
text);
startActivity(intent);
Figure 3.4: Creating implicit intent for Figure 3.3
like the code in Figure 3.4. Here I also specify a predefined variable
EXTRA_TEXT where I put my data. When executing this code, the system
will look through the phone, and if it finds more than one filter matching
the intent, then the user will get a list to choose from. If we then choose our
application, we will invoke the Activity that has the matching filter.
It is also possible to call other applications’ Activities in an application
and let them do some work. One can, for example, call a camera
application to take a photo, and then have that Activity return the
image. One will then need to override the onActivityResult() method
to be able to handle the result. This would look something like Figure
3.5. Here Android.media.action.IMAGE_CAPTURE is a predefined value.
URI_of_where_to_store_file is a URI object to make a string out of and
TAKE_PICTURE is a key one can use on the result to determine what kind
of data to expect when it returns.
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Intent intent = new Intent("android.media.action.
IMAGE\_CAPTURE");
2 intent.putExtra(MediaStore.EXTRA\_OUTPUT , URI\_of\
_where\_to\_store\_file);
startActivityForResult(intent , TAKE\_PICTURE);
4 }
Figure 3.5: Implicit intent to take picture
3.2.3 LifeCycle
To be consistent is an important term when it comes to user experience.
And if one wants an application to be consistent, then one should really
understand the LifeCycle [4] of an Activity. An application is in different
states all the time, and the application needs to handle any change that
might put the application in background, or even that the system may kill
it when it is using up too much memory. The user does not really care what
is happening in the background. He just expects to continue where he left
off when it suits him. So to have a consistent and successful application
would require mastering the LifeCycle.
First of all, an application can exist in different states. It might be
created, starting, running, paused, stopped or dead. And all of these
states are controlled by methods one can override in an Activity object.
An important point to remember is that the system can at any time destroy
an application if it is in the paused or stopped state. This means that one
needs to save crucial data before an application is paused to ensure that
it does not disappear. The method one uses to control an application is
onCreate(), onStart(), onResume(), onPause(), onStop() and onDestroy().
To demonstrate, I have included an illustration made by Android [4]. (See
Figure 3.6 )
OnCreate()
This method is called when the Activity is created and this is where one
defines the user interface for an Activity. This method will only be called if
an Activity is dead and needs to start up from scratch.
OnStart()
OnStart() is called when the Activity is starting after creation, or when it is
restarted after a stop. One will typically set up resources and states needed
for the user here.
OnResume()
This is the last method called before the user is able to see and interact with
the user interface.
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Figure 3.6: Activities Lifecycle [4]
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OnPause()
This method is called when another Activity is going in front of the current
Activity, or the Activity is no longer viewable. If the Activity is not
viewable anymore, one can be sure that onStop() will be called right after
this finish.
OnStop()
This method is invoked when the user can no longer see the user interface
and it is about to be pushed on the back stack or destroyed. Large resources
should therefore be released until onStart() is called again.
OnDestroy()
As the name indicates, this method will be invoked when the Activity is
destroyed. Releasing reminding resources like threads, unused Services
and variables would be a good idea to do here.
The final thing to be aware of is to know when methods are called ac-
cording to each other when going from one Activity to the next. It is not
a synchronous problem, but a matter of when one saves data that is to be
read from the next Activity. Given that the first Activity is A and the second
Activity is B, the calls will happen in this order:
A:OnPause(), B: onCreate(), B: onStart(), B:OnResume(), A:OnStop()
So if an application has Activities sharing data storage, one should
ensure that all data shared is saved when onPause() is called. Otherwise
one risks that the next Activity is reading old data.
3.2.4 Task and Back Stack
Something that is especial for Android phone compared to others like
iPhone and Windows Phone, is that they have a physical back button. This
button is an essential part of navigation in Android. And for Android 2.3
and lower, the back button was the most important navigation [13]. But
from Android 3.0 and higher it also has an up button to be able to navigate
an application in hierarchical relationships. The up button is not a physical
button on the phone, but it appears with a back arrow and application icon
on the screen, if the programmer defines their Activities in hierarchy.
When one talks about a task in Android they talk about the current
Activity that the user can interact with. If you go from one Activity to
another, it will be a transaction from one task to another. This means that
one task will be put in the background, and another will be presented to
the user. And depending on what way one navigate, Activities will die or
be put on the back stack. Navigating back or up will destroy the Activity
when leaving it, but if one goes from the current Activity A to another
Activity B, then Activity A will end up on the back stack
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Figure 3.7: SingleTask Illustration [6]
The back stack is important in Android to keep navigation on the phone
consistent. The back stack is just a queue of previous Activities using stack
logic. As long as there is enough memory, Android will keep a record of
which Activities have been pushed to the background in favour of others.
But as a programmer one can make an application distinguish itself
from this logic [6]. It is not recommended by Android, but it is possible
if one wants a slightly different workflow. An example would be to define
an Activity as a SingleTask. This will ensure that there is only one instance
of the application running on the phone. If anyone is to call an Activity
in the application, the entire application with all Activities will be pushed
to the top of the stack and the selected one shown. Figure 3.7 shows an
illustration made by Android:
3.2.5 Saving States
While a user is interacting with the application, the user interface may
change between different states. Input fields may have received text,
dropdown menus may be set and checkboxes may be checked. And if one
has a customized interface, there may be components that a user can move
around or a cursor indicating where the focus is. So to ensure that the user
can continue where he left off, it may be important for the application to
save state [5] . And if the data one is saving is not crucial, he might just
save the state in the Android system instead of writing to stable storage.
Android uses an object they call Bundle when saving states. The object
has a lot of set and get methods for all kinds of primitive data types, and can
even take custom objects which have the Serializable interface. All methods
have a Key string and data as input and are retrieved given the key. This
will be demonstrated in the next examples (Figure 3.8 and 3.9).
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@Override
2 protected void onSaveInstanceState(Bundle outState){
super.onSaveInstanceState(outState);
4 outState.putInt("Level", level);
}
Figure 3.8: Saving states to Bundle
1 @Override
protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) {
3 super.onCreate(savedInstanceState);
if(savedInstanceState != null) {
5 level = savedInstanceState.getInt("Level");
}
7 }
Figure 3.9: Restore State in onCreate()
A good quality about Android is that it handles most of its states itself,
given that one use widgets made by Android. All one have to do is give the
widgets a unique ID, and this is easily done when defining the components
in the layout xml files. But if the programmer has some customized
components, or has other states he want to be saved, he will have to do
this himself. This is done by overriding the method onSaveInstanceState().
However, it is important to call the super method first; or else one will have
to save the states the Android system does by itself. A simple example of
saving the current level in a game might look like this (Figure 3.8 ).
To restore the states one can claim these variables either in onCreate() or
by overriding onRestoreInstanceState(). Both these methods give a Bundle
as input, but onRestoreInstanceState() will only be called if the Bundle is
different from null. An example of restoring state of the game level saved
in the previous example (Figure 3.8) might look something like this when
done in onCreate() (Figure 3.9 )
Something to be aware of when setting up all this, is that the Android
system will recreate an Activity when orientation of the phone changes.
For example, if one has an input field which is not given a unique ID, it
will end up being empty after changing the orientation of the phone from
vertical to horizontal. One should therefore keep in mind that all widgets
should have their own unique ID. That way Android will save basic states
from widgets.
3.2.6 Resources
When programming for a smartphone one should keep in mind that there
is only a small amount of memory available. Handling the resources
should be taken into consideration. When an application is stopped or
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dead, there is no reason to have large data structures taking up memory.
Therefore it may be a good practice to release them until they are required
again.
The time to handle resources in Android would typically be before and
after the user sees the user interface. Releasing large resources should
happen when the Activity is stopping, and requiring them should happen
when starting. If one still has some resources in the objects when the
Activity is about to die, those resources should be released and support
threads be stopped. Looking at figure 3.6 will give a better overview of the
different states.
3.2.7 UI Thread and Networking
When starting an Android application the system starts a new Linux thread
only for that application. This thread is the main thread of the application
and is often referred to as the UI Thread. The name most likely comes from
the restrictions in regards to the UI (Use Interface), because it is only the
UI Thread that can update the UI. This also applies when an application is
using other applications’ Activities.
Another rule in Android is that applications can not make network calls
from the UI Thread. It was allowed in some early version of Android, but
it does not really make sense. The reason it does not make sense is that
Android counts applications not responding for five seconds as dead, and a
network call could easily last longer then five seconds. They have therefore
made it a standard that all network calls need to go into separate threads.
Android has their own network handling tool. It is called AsyncTask
[10] and it does thread handling between two threads. It consists of a
method equal to run() from Java threads, and it has methods that can be
called before, during and after execution. Figure 3.10 is an example of how
to implement this with String type as input and Boolean type as result. It is
also possible to implement a method for extracting data during execution.
This method is called onProgressUpdate(). AsyncTask can be a strong tool
if one only needs to exchange small amount of data. If one rather need
something that runs in the background over time, a Service [11] may be
more appropriate.
It is also possible to start a normal Java thread to do the network calls.
But if one wants to use the acquired data and present it to the user, he must
get the UI Thread to handle this for him. There are different ways to do
this. One can use a Handler [17] to make a Message that the UI Thread will
handle when it is ready. Another way might be to send out a Broadcast and
then have a Broadcast Receiver [7] in the application where one can handle
it. The last approach favors encapsulating functionality. But AsyncTask
does the work for you and will make programming much easier in small
applications.
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1 private class NetworkThread extends AsyncTask <
String ,Integer , Boolean > {
@Override
3 protected void onPreExecute () {
// called before the new thread start
5 //UI Thread
}
7 @Override
protected Boolean doInBackground(String ... params)
{
9 //same as run() in normal threads
// Separate thread
11 return false;
}
13 protected void onPostExecute(Boolean result) {
// called after doInBackground () with result
15 //UI Thread
}
17 }
Figure 3.10: AsyncTask example
3.2.8 Pushing Messages to the phone
Android allows messages to be pushed to the phone through Google
Cloud Messaging (GCM) [15], which builds upon Android Cloud to
Device Messaging (C2DM) [16]. This Service must be defined in the
AndroidManifest.xml file with the right permissions to work.
The application must first register with GCM with a project ID, and
then it receives a unique ID back from GCM specific to the application on a
phone. This is only done the first time the application starts. This unique ID
is later used with the project ID to tell GCM where to send a message. It is
important to remember that these messages have a limited size of 4kb, and
are therefore not suited for transmitting data. But they work perfectly to
inform about an update, and let the system acquire the data from a server.
Figure 3.11 shows how a server can notify phones using GCM.
When using this in context with Activities, the GCM message will
activate the GCM Service in the application. This Service will only run
in the background and do some work. One will be allowed to do network
calls, download data or do nothing. And if one wants the user to have any
enjoyment of this Service, one may set up a notification that references one
of the Activities. So to get this right it is important to remember that an
Activity starts from scratch with default setup.
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Figure 3.11: Pushing messages to phones
3.3 Summary
In this essay I have talked about many aspects regarding the Android
system. The focus has been around Activities in Android and the main
aspects that might initiate, control or change Activities. But I have also
touched on some fields that describe how Activities handle communication
over networks.
I started out by stating that consistency is important for an applications.
If I were to choose some aspects that support consistency, I would
choose Lifecycle and Saving States. They are bound together to ensure
that applications save all states that are needed before they are stopped
or destroyed. And by knowing the Lifecycle, one should understand
how two Lifecycles overlap each other when going from one Activity to
another, thereby knowing when to update shared data storage between two
Activities.
Loose coupling is an important term to understand in Android. Activit-
ies and other components are loosely coupled and one communicates with
the system using Intents to start or acquire data from other components.
Intent filters are there to describe to the system what an Activities are cap-
able of. So it is important to keep in mind that one is programming loosely
coupled parts in Android.
It is also important to point out that Activities are not all one need in
Android. Other components like Content Providers are there for a reason,
and one should have a closer look at them when needed. But mastering
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Activities is a good start when programming in Android’s smartphone
environment.
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Part II
The Project
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Chapter 4
The Project
The motivation for this project was to find how design patterns fit a
smartphone environment. So to do this, I made an application where I
implemented some chosen design patterns. Some of the design patterns
were straight forward implementable while others had to be adjusted to
suit the environment. All of them are presented in this chapter.
The fact that I found little literature around this topic gave me a bit
of free rein to investigate it myself. I tried to search around a bit on the
Internet to see how other people solved the problems I was having, but
there was a wide spectrum of answers that did not always work. So I
ended up depending on the knowledge I found about Android and design
patterns separately, and then used my experience with Android to bring
them together.
The design patterns that had to be adjusted to the Android Environ-
ment are most likely the most interesting ones. Therefore I chose to present
them with pros and cons, and then offer an implementation for them. But I
also found some of the unaffected design patterns gave results when I came
to fitting the Android Environment. They are therefore also presented re-
spectively.
The last part of this chapter tries to look upon design pattern as a whole
in Android.
4.1 Chosen Design Patterns
I started the process of choosing design patterns by trying out the design
patterns I knew myself. Then I tried to figure out which design patterns are
most commonly used. I took an O’Reilly [18] book as a starting point which
claims: "Our focus is on the core patterns that matter from the original GoF
Patterns" [18, p. xxxii]. I chose to test most of them up against Android but
some were left out.
The final list of chosen design patterns is:
• Observer
• Singleton
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• Factory Method
• Abstract Factory
• Remote Proxy
• Adapter
• Iterator
• Strategy
• Template Method
• State
• Composite
• Facade
• MVC
When compared to the GoF (Gang of Four) book: Design Pattern -
Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software [23], there are many more
design patterns to be mentioned. But I chose to leave them out for now and
focused on the most commonly used.
4.2 Method
The method I used in this thesis had a practical, experimental approach. I
made an empirical experiment where I built an application where I was
to test design patterns in Android and find out how well they fit the
Smartphone Environment.
Making an application in Android was something I had done before
and was therefore not the challenge here. The challenge was to get
some well known design patterns implemented in Android. So I started
with a straight forward implementation of design patterns I knew well
myself having some support from both "Design Patterns, Elements of
Reusable Object-Oriented Software" [23] and "Head First Design Patterns"
[18]. As I was scaling up my application I found some design patterns
to be unaffected, but others crashed my application. The design patterns
crashing my application were then reconditioned to see if any mistakes
were made in the implementation. But the source of the problem was often
that the design pattern tried to brute force Android and did not follow
Android architecture. I ended up identifying the source of the problem
and adjusting the design pattern to fit Android.
I also put my design patterns up against some criteria. The criteria were
added as I was working my way through the chosen design patterns. Some
of the criteria might seem uninteresting for some design patterns but they
have some importance for others.
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In the end I ended up with a table of results of all the chosen design
patterns. When I was looking at this table as a matrix of results I found
some points to be more interesting then others. Having these results and
looking at how well the design patterns worked with Android gave me the
support I needed to be able to give an empirically based answer of whether
or not the chosen design patterns fit the Android Environment.
4.3 Evaluation Criteria
To evaluate whether the chosen design patterns fit, I put them up against
my criteria. The criteria came as I was going through the design patterns
and not all criteria suite the different design patterns. But the complete list
of criteria looks like this:
• Possible
• Solves a Problem
• Extensive to Implement
• Complexity
• Consistent
• Useful
• Memory Consuming
• Maintenance
• Dependency on the System
It is important to note that this is a subjective evaluation, so it is my own
opinion that is presented.
Possible I chose to have this as a criterion because it is not obvious that a
design pattern has to be possible in an Android Environment. And
some design patterns might be possible but with limitations.
Solves a Problem Most design patterns are intended to solve a problem
in a context. But it may not always be the case in an Android
environment. So I put this as criterion because it is the core
functionality of a design pattern.
Extensive to Implement This criterion measures how extensive a design
pattern is to implement in Android.
Complexity Measures how the complexity increasing when implementing
a design pattern in Android.
Consistent The Consistent criterion is measuring if the data in the system
is consistent. This is important for the user so he does not feel that his
work is lost at some point.
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Useful This measures, in a subjective perspective, whether a design
pattern is useful in an Android environment. This might, of course,
vary depending on the situation. So I have used this criterion to
question whether a design pattern is whether extensive in an Android
environment.
Memory Consuming As smartphones has a low limit of memory, it is
interesting to evaluate whether a design pattern will challenge this
limit. But it is hard to differ between if it is the design pattern or the
objects used that is increasing the memory usage. So I have therefore
tried to answer if a design pattern affects the memory usage. And if
they do, I try to explain how.
Maintenance This criterion measures how much maintenance a design
pattern adds to an application. These are data that the system needs
to remember to keep the application behaving consistently. I do not
take GC (Garbage Collection) into account, only data that is stored in
application data.
Dependency on the System This evaluates whether the design pattern
needs to use the core Android System to achieve wanted behaviour.
The evaluation criteria that are featured here are more important
independently than they are as a whole. But with that said it was also
interesting to look for dependencies between the criteria. The criterion
"Dependency on the System" is the most interesting one because it is the
one criterion that proved to be the limitation later on. But they are all
interesting in the way that they bring some diversity to the results.
4.4 Implementing Design Patterns in Android
The design patterns that are presented here are the ones that gave me
some challenges when implementing them in Android. Some of them
crashed my application when using a straight forward implementation,
while others had inconsistent behaviour that was achieved unintentionally.
But the thing they had in common is that they all had to be adapted to
the Android system to work properly. So all of these design patterns have
Dependency on the System.
The implementation I offer here is based on my knowledge about the
Android environment and design patterns. There are surely other solutions
to some of the problems, but I chose to present the solution I found to work
the best based on my knowledge.
4.4.1 Observer
An application would typically have a "point of interest" where the state of
the application is maintained. By having this centralized point all updates
will only have to happen here. If other parts of the application want to
know about these updates they should be able to subscribe to the "point of
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Figure 4.1: Observer class diagram
interest", and then be able to fetch the info needed when they are notified.
This is one of the core features the Observer design pattern tries to solve.
In addition it wants to keep the parts loosely coupled and for each part to
know about their own state. Figure 4.1 shows a typical Observer design
pattern implementation programming with interfaces.
It is also possible to have multiple "points of interest" where an object
wants to receive updates from both. The concept is the same, except an
object must be able to subscribe to multiple "point of interest".
Observer defines a one-to-many dependency between objects so that
when one object changes state, all of its dependents are notified and
updated automatically. [23, p. 293]
The design pattern itself is only implementable directly in Android if
using a single Activity. The second you start using multiple Activities and
Services you run into problems. If you try to do it only using Activities and
a simple Java Singleton holding the states, you might run into consistency
problems. If you advance and set up a Service, you might run into
multithreading problems. And because only the UI Thread will be able
to update the UI (User Interface), the application will experience a quick
death when trying to update it from another thread.
The solution I present in this thesis will solve the one-to-many problem
over multiple components in Android.
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Figure 4.2: Observer Design Pattern problematic in Android
Scenario
I have an application that has multiple Activities and a Service holding the
state of the application. What I want is for my Activities to get updates
from the Service when the state of the application changes.
Challenges in Android
When implementing Observer design pattern in Android one needs to take
into account that the application will switch between multiple Activities
and that it might have one or more Services running in the background. All
long lasting operations need to happen in separate threads, or else Android
will kill the Activity for being slow. This means that you have everything
from multithreading to Activities and Services in different states.
Another important point is that Activity and Services should not hold
direct references to each other. This is due to them having their own life
cycle. And one never creates a new Activity or Service explicitly. One
always have to ask the system to start it. Figure 4.2 illustrates which
connections are lost in trying to implement Observer design pattern over
multiple Activities.
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Implementation in Android
To implement the Observer design pattern in Android, we need to take
some of the system functionality in use. The solution I came up with uses
the core component Broadcast Receiver and Intent Filters in Android. So
when an update happens in my system, I will send a broadcast about it.
The broadcast will then be picked up by other components listening for it
and do its update accordingly.
First one has to create the "point of interest", often called the Observable
or Subject. This needs to define an Intent filter key that will be used when
sending out a broadcast. This key has to be an immutable String to ensure
consistency. The "point of interest" must also have access to send out
broadcasts, and a good choice is then to use a Service. I have made an
example under with the key features of the "point of interest":
1 public class PointOfInterest extends Service{
3 public static final String BROADCAST_ACTION = "
package.update";
private Intent broadcastIntent = new Intent(
BROADCAST_ACTION);
5
private void notifyObservers (){
7 sendBroadcast(broadcastIntent);
}
9 ...
}
The next you will need is to add Observers of the broadcast I am making
above. In my case I will do this using an Activity. Because Activities are
in different states all the time, I will have to ensure that it only receives
the broadcast when it is active, and that it fetches the data needed when it
becomes active again. My broadcast key is defined as an Immutable String
meaning that I can ask for it at any time without worry about anything. I
have an example below showing the parts of the Activity that are needed
to receive the broadcast.
public class ObserverObject extends Activity {
2
private BroadcastReceiver broadcastReceiver = new
BroadcastReceiver () {
4
@Override
6 public void onReceive(Context context , Intent
intent) {
//Fetch data from PointOfInterest
8 }
};
10
@Override
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Figure 4.3: Observer in Android
12 protected void onResume () {
super.onResume ();
14 //fetch date from PointOfInterest
16 registerReceiver(broadcastReceiver ,
new IntentFilter(PointOfInterest.BROADCAST_ACTION
));
18 }
20 @Override
protected void onPause () {
22 super.onPause ();
unregisterReceiver(broadcastReceiver);
24 }
...
26 }
What you see here is first a Broadcast Receiver that will handle
broadcasts if it is related to a broadcast. In onResume() we relate the
Broadcast Receiver with the broadcast key at our "Point of Interest". And
onPause() we remove the relation so we do not receive a broadcast while
being in the background. Yone can, of course, send some date with the
broadcast by adding data to the Intent. This data will then be accessible
from Broadcast Receiver’s onReceive() method.
All Activities and Services will be able to have a Broadcast Receiver
and listen for the broadcast. We therefore have a one-to-many relation over
multiple parts in Android. Because the Broadcast Receiver will run in it is
respective threads, you do not have to worry about not having access to
update UI.
Figure 4.3 shows an overview of the Observer design pattern in
Android. It is also possible to register another "Point of interest" to the
same or another broadcast receiver. It is basically up to the Observer which
broadcasts it wants to receive and which receivers should be triggered
when a broadcast triggers.
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Results
The solution solves the one-to-many problem in Android having multiple
Activities and Services. See table 4.1.
Discussion
So the question people might ask is "Why is it not implementable directly"
or "Why can you not just register and unregister an Activity onResume()
and onPause() instead?"
The answer lies in Android loosely coupled architecture. Both Activities
and Services are started by asking the system to start it. You never hold
a direct reference to another main component. The reason not to hold a
direct reference is that both Activities and Services have a life cycle. So
the components may be destroyed and the application end up dying when
trying to reference something that is not there any more.
Because you should not hold direct references to a Service or Activity
we will have to find a smoother solution. That is why I came up with the
solution to use a Broadcast instead. The solution holds no direct references
between Activities and/or Services, so anyone listening to the broadcast
will receive an update. Then it is up to the programmer if he wants to send
the update with the Intent, or if he wants to use the Binder [12] pattern in
Android to bind to a Service to fetch the data from the source.
Earlier I said that the Observer design pattern only is implementable
directly if using a single Activity. This is true because you have a smaller
environment where there is no other main components to worry about. But
you may have to find a way to solve multithreading as well, because only
the UI thread can change the UI.
4.4.2 Singleton
Singleton is a design pattern that is often used when you only want a
single instance of a class. The class offers a public access point that returns
the instance to itself. Other design patterns often take the benefit of a
Singleton when implemented, for example Abstract Factory, Builder [23,
p. 97] and Prototype [23, p. 117]. These design patterns are often classified
as Creational design patterns.
Singleton ensures a class has only one instance, and provides a global
point of access to it. [23, p. 127]
Scenario
My Application wants a class that manages all access to data storage.
This class should be able to hold some states, and there should only be
a single access point to the class for the states to be consistent. I want the
functionality that Singleton offers.
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Observer Comments
Possible Yes and No It is implementable directly
if using only one Activity.
But with multiple Activities
and Services, a more robust
system is needed.
Solves a Problem Yes The design pattern solves the
one-to-many dependency.
Extensive to Implement Yes Some knowledge about the
Android system is needed,
but the solution is short.
Complexity Middle Makes the application more
complex when taking System
functionality in use.
Consistent Yes My solution is consistent if
implemented correctly.
Useful Yes I would say that this is a quite
useful design pattern.
Memory Consuming ? My solution only registers
receivers with the system,
so Memory usage will only
depend on how large Ser-
vices are running in the back-
ground.
Maintenance Low My solution only registers
and unregisters a receiver, so
maintenance is low.
Dependency on the System Yes My solution uses Broadcast
Receiver, Intent Filter and In-
tents to achieve a consistent
system. All are core functions
in Android.
Table 4.1: Result of putting Observer design pattern up against my Criteria
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Challenges in Android
The main challenge when implementing Singletons in Android, is that one
does not have any control of a Singleton’s existence. This mean that the
Android system may destroy the Singleton at any time without telling you.
This is often caused by memory running high so the system has to make
room for prioritised processes.
Implementation in Android
We can first have a look at a simple Singleton implementation in Android.
It can be done the same way as in Java so there is more than one way to do
this.
public class Singleton {
2
private volatile static Singleton singleton;
4
private Singleton (){}
6
public static Singleton getInstance (){
8 if(singleton ==null){
synchronized (Singleton.class) {
10 if(singleton ==null){
singleton = new Singleton ();
12 }
}
14 }
return singleton;
16 }
}
But this implementation is not foolproof. Given that we know how
the Android system handles Singletons, we know that we can not be sure
that the temporary data stored in a Singleton is consistent. So to get the
functionality of a Singleton, we must look closer at what Android has to
offer.
The answer lies in the component Android calls Service, because there
can only be one instance of a Service. So Services work as a Singleton by
nature. A Service is one of the four core components in Android, and it
offers two ways of access. You can either Bind [12] to a Service, you can
start a Service to run indefinitely or you can combine it and do both. And
if the system at any time destroys it in favour of another process, you will
have a chance to save the temporary data to stable storage.
To implement the functionality of a Singleton consistently on Android,
we will have to use a Service and ensure that our temporary data is saved
and restored when needed. Below I show a short version of a Singleton
implemented as a Service. The onStartCommand() is where we access the
Service, and the return START_STICKY ensures that the Service runs until
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it is asked to stop. In the example we do not allow for any binding. But to
be able to use the Singleton Service and communicate with it later, on you
will need to take a closer look at the Binder [12] pattern in Android.
1 public class SingletonService extends Service{
3 @Override
public void onCreate () {
5 super.onCreate ();
// Restore important states from stable storage
here
7 }
9 @Override
public int onStartCommand(Intent intent , int flags ,
int startId) {
11 //This is where the service is started
return START_STICKY; //Will run until asked to
stop/destroy
13 }
15 @Override
public IBinder onBind(Intent intent) {
17 return null; // return null = not available
//This is where you communicate with the
Singleton Service.
19 }
21 @Override
public void onDestroy () {
23 super.onDestroy ();
//Save important states to stable storage here
25 }
}
What you can see here is an example of a Service where consistency is
important. So in onCreate() and onDestroy() we save and restore important
data that the Service is using. This is to ensure that no data get lost if the
Service is destroyed. The onStartCommand() is the method that is called
after creation. So if you ask a Service to start that are already started, it will
go to onStartCommand() without calling onCreate() first. But if the Service
has not started then onCreate() will be called first. The onStartCommand()
method can also be used as a one-way communication for only receiving
data. The return value of onStartCommand() tells what to do with the
Service when not in use. It is set to START_STICKY to keep running in the
background. The onBind() method is where you have a chance to create
a two-way communication with the Service. At the moment it is just set
to return null, which is the same as not available. But to set up the two-
way communication, you will have to take a look at Binder [12] pattern in
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Singleton Comments
Possible Yes It is possible to make a typical
Java Singleton, but Service
in Android is a Singleton by
nature.
Solves a Problem Yes
Extensive to Implement Middle To implement a Service as a
Singleton will require some
work.
Complexity Middle The complexity of the applic-
ation is higher if using a Ser-
vice as a Singleton instead
of a simple Java implementa-
tion.
Consistent Yes and No A simple Java implementa-
tion is not consistent but a
Service as a Singleton is.
Useful ? It is useful that a Service is a
Singleton by nature.
Memory Consuming ? This depends on the size of
the Singleton
Maintenance Low One will need to stop the
Service when it is not needed.
Dependency on the System Yes I would say that a Singleton
is dependent on a system,
because you can not imple-
ment a Singleton consistently
without using a Service.
Table 4.2: Result of putting Singleton Design Pattern up against my Criteria
Android.
Results
See table 4.2.
Discussion
The disadvantage of implementing a Singleton as a Service is that it has
a high overhead. The usefulness of using a Service as a Singleton can
therefore be questioned. I would say that the usefulness has been reduced
when implementing it as a Service.
Under Challenges in Android, I claim that a Singleton may not be
consistent. What I mean by consistent is that data in the Singleton can be
trusted. This is important so data do not get lost while a user is using the
application, which may confuse the user.
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Under the circumstances that we only have a single Activity that holds
a reference to the Singleton, we may achieve a consistent simple Java
Singleton. The Activity will then need to destroy the Singleton when not
holding a reference to the Singleton anymore, and thereby have to save the
state of the Singleton. But the second there are multiple Activities in an
application, they rely on a Singleton to be consistent, and then a Service is
the best choice.
There is also another way one can argue that a simple Java Singleton is
consistent. That is if a Singleton is stateless. This means that an application
does not rely on any data in the Singleton to be consistent and only uses
it for a specific purpose. An example could be a simple stateless Factory
Method which just produces objects on demand.
4.4.3 State
The State design pattern is something different from what Android calls
State. State in Android is just a hash table of basic objects like String,
Integer, etc., while the State design pattern encapsulates behaviour in
different states. What I am interested in, is how to get the State design
pattern to work with Android’s State. This is to make the State design
pattern consistent in Android. A definition of the State design pattern can
be as follows:
State allows an object to alter its behaviour when its internal state changes.
The object will appear to change its class. [23, p. 305]
The State design pattern itself does not explain who takes care of the
transaction between two states. It can be the context holding the current
state, and it can be the states themselves that do the transaction. And in
languages like C++ where one differs between the pointer and the data
itself, you can have a third party class changing the state by change the data
the pointers are pointing at. This is not so much of a problem in Java where
you will need a public access point in the context to change the state. And
it is therefore logical to connect Android’s state saving with the context that
holds the current state.
Scenario
In my example I have a lazy guinea pig that loves to run, but easily gets
tired. My guinea pig can be in three different states: awake, tired or
sleeping. When I start my application the guinea pig becomes alive but
is sleeping. But as I interact it becomes awake and I can get it to run in
its running wheel. But after some rounds it gets tired and I have to let it
sleep again. But my cool friends start calling me while I am playing with
the guinea pig, and my application is put in the background. And when I
am done talking with them, I want to be able to continue playing with my
guinea pig until it is exhausted.
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Challenges in Android
The challenge in Android is holding a state while Components in an
application are being recycled. If you need to share states across different
Activities you should try to combine this with a Service in Android.
Supplied by Android
Android’s core system already has a system for saving what they call State
which comes with Activities. Android’s State only saves data of basic
objects like String, Integer, etc. that need to be upheld. Android itself holds
states of GUI components that are given an ID.
Implementation in Android
The way to ensure that a State is maintained in Android is to use what
Android calls State themselves. But it is up to the programmer to get this
to work with the State design pattern. The solution I offer will assume that
one only needs to hold a state in a single Activity. This is because it is the
idea that is important, and expanding it to work over multiple Activities is
not too hard. It can either be done by a Service or sending state data with
the intent to the new Activity.
The way I implement this is by giving my guinea pig three different
states. The current state has to be stored when other applications go in the
foreground, the phone is flipped or the screen turned off. So the way I do
this is by delegating the saving of the state to the guinea pig itself. And if
the current state also needs some extra data saved, it is possible to let it do
that as well. It is done the same way when I restore state. The guinea pig
itself knows best how it is working and I therefore encapsulate the saving
of state to the guinea pig. This is how the interface of the guinea pig looks:
public interface GuineaPig {
2
public void wakeup ();
4 public void run();
public void rest();
6
public void saveState(Bundle outState);
8 public void restoreState(Bundle savedInstanceState)
;
}
The GuineaPig interface has my three actions I can do with the guinea
pig, but I have added two methods that save and restore the state for me.
Both saveState() and restoreState() have a Bundle as input that they save
and restore data to. The Bundle object is the same as Android uses when
saving state. The strength behind using a Bundle object is that a Bundle
can also be sent with Intents to another Activity. So if you need to set up
the same state in another Activity, it is easy to just call the same methods
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with a Bundle and send that to the next Activity. The other Activity then
extracts the Bundle from the Intent and calls restoreState().
The next thing we need is the states. They will have the same
methods as my guinea pig, but each individual state will offer their own
implementation.
1 public interface State {
3 final int SLEEPSTATE = 0;
final int AWAKESTATE = 1;
5 final int TIREDSTATE = 2;
7 public void Wakeup ();
public boolean Run();
9 public void Rest();
11 public int getStateID ();
13 public void saveState(Bundle outState);
public void restoreState(Bundle savedInstanceState)
;
15 }
I have also added the saveState() and restoreState() to my State
interface. This is because the current state might need to save data that
has to be restored later on to keep it consistent. I have also added state IDs
to the interface. These IDs are used when storing what state the guinea pig
is currently in. And because the IDs are of the primitive data type Integer,
they fit well into Android’s state saving. I also have a getStateID() method
that returns the correct state ID of the current state.
Saving the State design pattern looks quite nice from the Activity point
of view. The Activity does not have to worry about how the transition is
done and it can use its own input for the State design pattern.
1 public class LifeCycle extends Activity{
...
3
private GuineaPig chris;
5
@Override
7 protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState){
super.onCreate(savedInstanceState);
9 ...
11 chris = new Chris();
}
13 @Override
protected void onRestoreInstanceState(Bundle
savedInstanceState){
15 super.onRestoreInstanceState(savedInstanceState);
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...
17
chris.restoreState(savedInstanceState);
19 }
21 @Override
protected void onSaveInstanceState(Bundle outState)
{
23 super.onSaveInstanceState(outState);
...
25
chris.saveState(outState);
27 }
...
29 }
So what happens here is that Chris the guinea pig is created. If the
Activity is put in the background the onSaveInstanceState() method will
be called and Chris’s state will be saved. If the Activity for some reason is
destroyed while being in the background the onRestoreInstanceState() will
be called on next creation and Chris the guinea pig will continue.
Results
So the two things I have done with the State design pattern are to give each
state an ID and add state saving. The ID of the current state is what is
stored in addition to any other crucial data. The state saving is inspired
by Android’s State pattern and works nicely with the Android system. See
table 4.3.
Discussion
The State design pattern’s adjustment to fit the Android system might seam
small, but it is also strong. It works well with Android’s State holding and
can also be used to send states between Activities. The reason why one can
use a Bundle to send state between Activities is because an Intent can hold
Bundle objects in addition to primitive data types.
The adjustment of adding saveState() and restoreState() to the design
pattern can also be used on all kinds of object that need to rebuild in
another Activity. What it basically does is encapsulate object saving to the
respective object.
Some might say that the Strategy design pattern looks equal to the State
design pattern. But the two design patterns have different intentions. So
my argument why the State design pattern belongs in this part and not the
Strategy, is that the Strategy design pattern is stateless (see Strategy under
Unaffected Design Patterns). The State design pattern, on the other hand,
might change state on runtime.
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State Comments
Possible Yes To implement the standard
State design pattern in An-
droid is straight forward.
Solves a Problem Yes
Extensive to Implement Middle I set this to Middle because
it requires some extra code to
ensure consistency.
Complexity ? It is not the design pattern
that makes the application
more complex, but how ex-
tensive the implementation
of a state is.
Consistent Yes The system helps keep this
consistent.
Useful Yes
Memory Consuming No To hold a state should not
be memory consuming. But
if you hold a instance of all
possible states it may depend
on the system.
Maintenance ? As the complexity increases
the maintenance work in an
application increases.
Dependency on the System Yes and No Having states does not de-
pend on the system but it be-
comes dependent when hav-
ing to live through recycling
of Activities.
Table 4.3: Result of putting State Design Pattern up against my Criteria
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Figure 4.4: Proxy Design Pattern
4.4.4 Remote Proxy
The idea behind proxy is to have a surrogate that controls access to an object
(see Figure 4.4). The proxy will then work as a step-in for the real object and
hold the reference to the real object. A remote proxy is built on the same
principle but differs in that the remote proxy holds a local representation of
the remote object. So in theory you can encapsulate RMI (remote method
invocation) for the rest of the Application.
Proxy provides a surrogate or placeholder for another object to control
access to it [23, p. 207]
My experience implementing and working with a remote proxy has
been very good. It took some time to implement it, but made the code
much easier when it was in place.
Scenario
I want to use a remote proxy when I do a RMI. I want to be able to send
all kinds of objects and arrays. I also want the UI on my phone to update
when I get the result of the RMI. I will be using HTTP requests as they are
quite popular, where I have Java servlets on the server side.
Challenges in Android
The challenge when implementing anything that has to do with network in
Android, is that it has to happen in separate threads. When we know that
separate threads can not update a UI, we know that we will have to use the
system to get our data out to the user.
Implementation in Android
When implementing this in Android, we will have to start taking the
system into consideration. In this case we know that our RMI has to
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Figure 4.5: Remote Proxy Design Pattern in Android
happen in a separate thread. So we will have to decide whom to give the
responsibility. Either the proxy can solve this itself, or we can ensure that
the proxy only will be called from separate threads than the UI thread. To
simplify this, we give the caller the responsibility of running in a separate
thread. The simplest way is to use AsyncTask [10] class that can be found
in Android SDK and this will also solve the multithreading.
The next thing we need is an interface that will be equal on both the
smartphone and the server. This will basically be what we reference our
proxy with to ensure that our methods exist both on the smartphone and
the server. The final thing we need is a way to compress the objects before
sending them over the network, and uncompress them when they arrive at
the server. And then the same should happen when sending data back to
the smartphone. I will be using JSON with the additional library GSON [20]
from Google. GSON is licensed under Apache License 2.0 [19]. GSON lets
me compress most kinds of objects down to a JSON, where the exception is
generic containers (for example ArrayList<T>).
The final thing I did was to take the strength of the Template
design pattern to simplify the code. The remote proxy template has the
responsibility of compressing and uncompressing data and ensures that
the appropriate method is invoked. This is simply an abstract class on the
smartphone and an abstract servlet class on the server. A diagram of the
entire implementation of the Remote Proxy is shown in Figure 4.5.
An Activity that would use this remote proxy to do a RMI would have
to take care of multithreading. But as mentioned above to simplify this I
will just be using AsyncTask [10]. This means that the Activity will need an
internal class of AsyncTask. An example of this is shown below.
1 public class QustionActivity extends Activity {
...
3
public void askQuestion(View view){
5 EditText edit = (EditText)findViewById(R.id.
edit_message);
new askQuestion ().execute(new String []{ edit.
getText ().toString () ,});
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7 }
9 private class askQuestion extends AsyncTask <String ,
Void , String >{
11 @Override
protected String doInBackground(String ... params)
{
13 return new ProxyService ().Question(params [0])
;
}
15 @Override
protected void onPostExecute(String result) {
17 super.onPostExecute(result);
if(result.equals("")) result = "no result";
19 TextView text = (TextView)findViewById(R.id.
answer);
text.setText(result);
21 }
}
23 }
This Activity simply uses the proxy to ask a question. The askQuestion()
method receives a question from the user and then executes the RMI
using AsyncTask for multithreading. The doInBackground() method in
askQuestion class happens in a separate thread, while the onPostExecute()
method will happen in the UI Thread of the Activity. This way we are able
to update the UI in onPostExecute().
The ProxyService class in our proxy do the RMI for us. From the
programmer’s point of view it just looks like a normal method call, but
in reality the data is sent to a server and a response is sent back. If the
server is not responding, an empty result will be delivered.
Results
See table 4.4.
Discussion
I found the Remote Proxy design pattern to be very useful in Android. It
makes the code look much simpler, and it is easy to add new methods. It
also was important to me that I managed to send custom objects. The only
thing is that all objects sent between the proxy and the server need to exist
both places to keep it consistent, and of course the interface of our proxy
has to be equal on the server and in the Android application. I chose to do
this manually when I programmed it, but there is probably a better solution
for this.
Having inconsistent objects on the Server and in the Android applica-
tion gave me some frustrating inconsistent behaviour without any warn-
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Remote
Proxy
Comments
Possible Yes The design pattern can be
implemented completely.
Solves a Problem Yes The design pattern encapsu-
lates RMI
Extensive to Implement High Because I was not able to
use Java RMI with servlets,
I ended up programming the
RMI myself.
Complexity Middle The application becomes
more complex, but it really
simplifies the use of RMI.
Consistent Yes Consistency is ensured as
long as the network is reli-
able.
Useful Yes I would say that this is a quite
useful design pattern.
Memory Consuming Yes Because there will be separ-
ate threads running in the
background, it might take up
quite a lot of memory.
Maintenance Low The solution does not require
the Application to hold any
states.
Dependency on the System Yes I would say that it is quite
dependent one the system,
because one is required to
do remote calls in separate
threads.
Table 4.4: Result of putting Remote Proxy Design Pattern up against my
Criteria
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ings. The reason behind this was that I had made an update to the object
in my Android application, but forgot to copy it over to my server. So data
I expected to have in the custom object when returned from server was
not there. So not having any version control of custom objects may be a
weakness to the implementation.
It is also possible to let Remote Proxy handle multithreading. But then
the RMI will return before the result is ready, so you will then have to
handle response in a different way. I would then suggest using a broadcast
[7] to notify when the RMI is done, and let the Application fetch the data
from a place you have stored it.
4.4.5 Model View Controller
Model View Controller (MVC) [18, p. 532] is a compound design pattern
consisting of Composite design pattern as View, Strategy design pattern
as Controller and Observer design pattern as a bridge between Model and
View. What MVC does is divide responsibility and favour reusability. By
programming with interfaces and loosely coupled, parts MVC gains the
strength of reusability of components.
A typical MVC would start out creating an instance of a controller, and
then the controller would set up the views and the Model. The views
are then registered as observers of the Model and fetch data from it when
updates are needed. The controller will then be the one leading the show
and will respond to any input.
Scenario
I want to implement something that uses some of the strength from MVC,
but is adjusted to fit into an Android Environment.
Challenges in Android
Android has its own architecture design with its four main components:
Activity, Service, Content Provider and Broadcast Receiver. Activity is the
component that holds the interface, and the interface is also strongly related
to the Activity. When starting an application you start it by launching an
Activity that sets an XML (Extensible Markup Language) interface as view.
The Activity is also able to create Services, connect to Content
Providers, set up Broadcast Receivers or start a new Activity. This is done
through the Intent system, which is the internal communication system in
Android. One would describe what one wants in the intent, and then send
the intent to the system to be executed. None of the main components
are connected with a direct reference and they can only be created by the
system itself.
So the Challenge is how Activity and the other components fit into
MVC, and how are we going to handle the communication between
different components?
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Figure 4.6: Model Activity System
Implementation in Android
When trying to implement a standard MVC in Android one soon runs into
problems, and it becomes clear that standard MVC setup does not fit the
Android Environment. But from looking at Android architecture I found a
way to achieve some of the wanted behaviour in Android.
First of all one has to adjust to Android having the interface strongly
related to an Activity. An Activity works as a controller in Android, where
it receives input from the user interface and reacts to it as needed. In other
words, one can not change how Android does this. So what MVC has as
View and Controller is in Android an Activity.
Next up is the Model in MVC. In theory, it follows the Observer design
pattern as being the Observable or Subject, where views can register as
observers of the Model. To adjust this to suit Android, one will have to let
Activities register as an observer of a Model. But we know that this does
not make much sense, because Android architecture consists of loosely
coupled components that should not hold direct reference to each other.
So how do we solve this? The solution is to take the same approach as I
do in my Observer design pattern in Android (4.4.1 Observer). We need to
let Activities register Broadcast Receiver for a Model. Then the Model can
send out a broadcast when something has changed, and the Activities that
are active will get the broadcast.
The Model must also have its own life cycle and not be dependent on
Activities. The solution is simply to use a long running background Service
that Activities can bind [12] to when needed.
The final solution to implement MVC in Android is to have Activity
as a merge of View and Controller and use a Service as Model. To
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MVC Comments
Possible No A standard straight forward
MVC implementation is not
possible.
Solves a Problem ? Not Possible
Extensive to Implement ? Not Possible
Complexity ? Not Possible
Consistent ? Not Possible
Useful ? Not Possible
Memory Consuming ? Not Possible
Maintenance ? Not Possible
Dependency on the System Yes The reason that it does not
work is because of Android’s
standard architecture.
Table 4.5: Result of putting Model View Controller Design Pattern up
against my Criteria
achieve communication between the different components we use a
Broadcast Receiver. The Android approach to MVC will be MAS (Model
Activity System) (see figure 4.6). System in the adjusted design pattern
is representing the components dependency on the Android system.
Activities have to register Broadcast Receivers with the system and the
Model has to be represented by a Service. And to update Activities the
Model has to send a message to the system that can trigger the respective
Broadcast Receivers.
Results
I found that a standard MVC did not fit the Android Environment. See
table 4.5.
Discussion
In my results I claim that MVC is not implementable in Android, but I still
present a solution for it! This might seem strange, but the solution I came
up with was the closest I managed to come to a classic MVC working with
the Android architecture. From my point of view, the solution I came up
with can no longer be called MVC, because it no longer has clear Views and
Controller. That is why I called my solution MAS (Model Activity System)
where the Android system is explicitly represented.
One can argue that MVC architecture is implementable if there is only
a single Activity and no other main components. This means that one will
not have to worry about communication between different components.
But it also means that the user interface can not change much unless one
relies on what Android calls Fragments [3]. But as I have not looked
at implementing MVC with single Activity using Fragments, I will not
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discuss this any further. The reason I have not looked at fragments is that
an application, in most cases, consists of more than one Activity and maybe
some Services.
The limitation in the implementation is that a Broadcast only can carry
an Intent from the sender to the receivers. It is up to the programmer how
to fetch the updated data from the Model. It can either send all the data
with the intent, or the Activity can bind to the Services using the Binder
[12] pattern in Android.
4.4.6 Summary
The common result of these design patterns is that they all have depend-
ence on the Android system. This showed in that the straight forward im-
plementation had me running into problems. To get them working I had
to adjust the design pattern to work with the Android system. Some might
also argue that the design pattern is no longer there, but the solution at
least solves the same problem as the original design pattern is intended to
do.
I claim MVC to not be implementable even though I presented an
implementation. The reason for this is that I think my solution is too far
apart from what MVC stands for, and that my implementation only has
few components left of the original MVC.
4.5 Unaffected Design Patterns
Most of my chosen design patterns ended up being unaffected in the
Android Environment. But they still gave results when it came to fitting
the smartphone environment. The rest of the chosen design patterns are
presented here in different degrees.
4.5.1 Factory Method / Abstract Factory
Factory Method defines an interface for creating an object, but let sub-
classes decide which class to instantiate. Factory Method lets a class
defer instantiation to subclasses. [23, p. 107]
Abstract Factory provides an interface for creating families of related or
dependent objects without specifying their concrete classes. [23, p.
87]
Both of these two creational design patterns were directly implementable
in Android. I personally felt that they were redundant in a small Android
application, because I only had a small number of objects that only existed
in their respective Activity. I therefore only had a Factory for one of the
main Activities. If one need a cross application factory i will suggest to
have a look at the Singleton part of this thesis (4.4.2 Singleton). A stateless
factory can be implemented as a simple Java Singleton, while a consistent
state factory should be implemented using a Service.
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Factory
Method
Comments
Possible Yes
Solves a Problem Yes
Extensive to Implement Middle Takes some time to imple-
ment.
Complexity ? The complexity depends on
how advanced the factory is.
Consistent Yes
Useful ? A bit redundant in a small
Android Environment
Memory Consuming Yes The Factory Method add all
kind of new interfaces, ob-
jects and classes.
Maintenance ? The design pattern itself does
not add any maintenance
work, but it might if you
need the factory to hold some
states. See State design pat-
tern in this thesis in that case
(4.4.3 State).
Dependency on the System No The design pattern is not af-
fected by the Android system
Table 4.6: Result of putting Factory Method Design Pattern up against my
Criteria
Another use of the Factory design patterns can be to pack and unpack
objects across Activities. If an application consists of only Activities and
you need to send some custom objects between them, a Factory could be
the way to pack them correctly and unpack them correctly. The factory
would then make sure to type set everything correctly giving them the right
interfaces and so on. The factory should then be sure to support Android’s
Bundle object, as this can both be used to send data to another Activity and
in Android’s State holding.
4.5.2 Adapter
Adapter converts the interface of a class into another interface clients
expect. Adapter lets classes work together that could not otherwise
because of incompatible interfaces. [23, p. 139]
Adapter was directly implementable in Android. I found it to be a useful
design pattern, especially when I had low level objects coming from the
database, and I had to have them translated into user interface objects.
Some might ask why I would need to differ between low level objects and
UI objects, and the answers lies in that the UI objects stored extra data
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Abstract
Factory
Comments
Possible Yes
Solves a Problem Yes
Extensive to Implement Middle It takes some time to set up
interfaces, objects and factor-
ies.
Complexity ? The complexity depends on
how advanced the factory is
Consistent Yes
Useful ? A bit redundant in a small
Android Environment
Memory Consuming Yes The Abstract Factory add all
kind of new interfaces, ob-
jects and factories
Maintenance ? The design pattern itself does
not have any maintenance
work, but it might get some if
you need the factory to hold
some states. See State design
pattern in this thesis in that
case (4.4.3 State).
Dependency on the System No The design pattern is not af-
fected by the Android system
Table 4.7: Result of putting Abstract Factory Design Pattern up against my
Criteria
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Adapter Comments
Possible Yes
Solves a Problem Yes
Extensive to Implement Low Very Simple
Complexity Low
Consistent Yes
Useful Yes Quite handy translating
between low level objects
and UI objects
Memory Consuming No Only one object
Maintenance Low
Dependency on the System No
Table 4.8: Result of putting Adapter Design Pattern up against my Criteria
only relevant for the UI. For example, an UI object that is a component
in a checklist would hold a state that says whether the object is checked or
unchecked. But a field like this gives no meaning to a low level object that
might be used across different user interfaces. So the Adapter would then
have the same interface as the UI object and take the low level object as
input in the Adapter creator. So this design pattern worked smoothly for
me in Android.
4.5.3 Iterator
Iterator provides a way to access the elements of an aggregate object
sequentially without exposing its underlying representation. [23,
p. 257]
The Iterator design pattern is a widely used design pattern for going
through collectors where the data structure is hidden. As expected it works
well in Android as well.
4.5.4 Strategy
Strategy defines a family of algorithms, encapsulate each one, and
make them interchangeable. Strategy lets the algorithm vary
independently from client that use it. [23, p. 315]
I found the Strategy design pattern to be directly implementable in
Android. Some might argue that State and Strategy design pattern should
have the same relation to the Android Environment because they look
about the same. But my strongest argument for why they differ is that
the Strategy design pattern is stateless. In the end Strategy design pattern
is just a bunch of objects that can be recreated, if destroyed.
If one needs the Strategy design pattern to hold a change that is
not stored to stable storage before an Activity or Service is paused and
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Iterator Comments
Possible Yes
Solves a Problem Yes
Extensive to Implement Low
Complexity Low
Consistent Yes
Useful Yes
Memory Consuming ? Iterator design pattern is
just an algorithm for going
through a data structure.
So this depends on the
Algorithm
Maintenance ? Nothing to maintain in rela-
tion to Android
Dependency on the System No
Table 4.9: Result of putting Iterator Design Pattern up against my Criteria
destroyed, then one should have a closer look at the State part of this thesis
(4.4.3 State).
4.5.5 Template Method
Template Method defines the skeleton of an algorithm in an operation, de-
ferring some steps to subclasses. Template Method lets subclasses
redefine creation steps of an algorithm without changing the al-
gorithm’s structure. [23, p. 325]
The Template design pattern is already a widely used design pattern in
Android [2], where it is used to simplify making an Android application.
Activity, for example, is already a huge object that must be extended to get
an application running. It has both some methods you should override to
be able to set interface, etc., and some methods you can chose to override
to get more control of the Activity. So the Template design pattern Android
uses on its Activities already has a default implementation, but lets the
programmer override and change behaviour as he pleases.
The weakness of Android using Template Method in the default
implementations, is that it does not favour composition over inheritance.
If you for some reason want to use Template design pattern on an Activity,
you will not be able to do this because Java only has single inheritance. So
the only solution to have Template design pattern on an Activity will be to
let a template extend the Activity class, and then have the actual Activity
extend the template again. Just remember to map abstract methods out if
you are extending something that has abstract methods.
But Template Method is directly implementable in Android so it can
easily be used for custom objects. But one should always try to favour
composition over inheritance, which means using Interfaces if possible.
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Strategy Comments
Possible Yes
Solves a Problem Yes
Extensive to Implement ? Depends on the scope
Complexity Middle The complexity will increase
a bit
Consistent Yes
Useful ? It is useful if you need a
structure like this
Memory Consuming Yes It has potential to be quite
memory consuming depend-
ing on the size, because each
behaviour object offers an im-
plementation of itself.
Maintenance ? The system has to create the
structure each time it starts.
So the maintenance work can
be high if the structure is
large.
Dependency on the System No Because it is stateless.
Table 4.10: Result of putting Strategy Design Pattern up against my Criteria
4.5.6 Composite
Composite composes objects into tree structure to represent part-whole
hierarchies. Composite lets clients treat individual objects and
compositions of objects uniformly. [23, p. 163]
I did not implement Composite design pattern in Android, but I still have
some comments on it, knowing the Android environment. The basic of
Composite design pattern is that it holds data objects in a tree structure.
The Iterator design pattern and Builder [23, p. 97] design pattern are often
used with Composite to hide how the data is stored.
If we take a look at the Android system, we know that objects are
created and destroyed all the time when the user is surfing through an
application. The important objects that need to be remembered have to
be stored to Android’s State or stable storage.
If we now add Composite design pattern to the Android system, we
can see the Composite design pattern may give Android high maintenance
work. This is because Android will have to decompose and recompose
the Composite tree every time Android saves State to keep it consistent.
This will of course depend on the size of the tree. In other words, the
Composite design pattern has increasing maintenance according to the
size of the tree, which slows down the application when it goes between
different Activities.
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Template
Method
Comments
Possible Yes Already much used in An-
droid
Solves a Problem Yes
Extensive to Implement ? Depends on the size of the
Template
Complexity ? Some of the point is to hide
the complexity in the Tem-
plate. So the Template might
be complex, but the res-
ult when using the Template
might make the code more
readable.
Consistent Yes
Useful Yes Used this when I implemen-
ted my Remote Proxy
Memory Consuming ? Depends on the size of the
Template
Maintenance Low Nothing to maintain
Dependency on the System No The design pattern itself has
no dependency on the An-
droid system
Table 4.11: Result of putting Template Method Design Pattern up against
my Criteria
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Composite Comments
Possible Yes
Solves a Problem Yes
Extensive to Implement ? I did not implement this
Complexity High Composite is objects in a tree
structure. Might be lower if
using a Builder [23, p. 97]
Consistent Yes No Dependency on the Sys-
tem
Useful ? I do not know because I did
not implement it
Memory Consuming Yes It is memory consuming ac-
cording to the size of the tree
Maintenance High The maintenance is high as
the tree has to be created each
time an Activity holding it is
created.
Dependency on the System No
Table 4.12: Result of putting Composite Design Pattern up against my
Criteria
For example, let us say we are storing temporary input from the user in
a Composite structure. But then our user tilts the phone to get a better
overview of the application. We know that tilting the phone triggers a
recreation of the current Activity. So now we have to save our Composite
tree when paused and destroyed, and then restore the Composite tree when
recreated. As the Android State saving only takes primitive data types, we
will have to transform our tree into Integer, String and Bundle objects. If
we do not do this the temporary data will be lost.
Another solution is to always store changes of Composite design
pattern to stable storage. Then one will only have to reconstruct the tree
from stable storage when the Activity is recreated. But this will slow down
the application each time it starts.
My conclusion on the Composite design pattern is that it should be
avoided, if possible. The data structure gives Android potentially high
maintenance work according to the amount of objects, as it has to first
decompose the tree when paused and then recompose it when resumed.
4.5.7 Facade
Facade provides a unified interface to a set of interfaces in a subsystem.
Facade define a higher-level interface that makes the subsystem
easier to use. [23, p. 185]
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Facade Comments
Possible Yes
Solves a Problem Yes
Extensive to Implement Low As simple as making a bridge
between a system and a sub-
system
Complexity Low Its intention is to lower com-
plexity to a subsystem.
Consistent Yes
Useful Yes It simplifies the code
Memory Consuming No
Maintenance Low
Dependency on the System No
Table 4.13: Result of putting Facade Design Pattern up against my Criteria
Facade design pattern is directly implementable in Android. It simplifies
operations that have to be done in different steps, and it makes the code
more readable.
4.5.8 Summary
What the design patterns have in common in the Unaffected Design
Patterns part is that none of them need to adjust to the Android System
to be implemented. I found some of them quite handy in my work and
others a bit extensive.
4.6 Results
The two previous parts of this thesis show my experience implementing
my chosen design patterns in Android. After putting all of the chosen
design patterns up against my criterion I ended up with a table of results
(see Table 4.14). As I said in my presentation of my criteria; each criteria is
more important independently than they are as a whole. So if my result is
seen as a matrix, each point is more important than a row or column. But it
was also interesting to see if there were any patterns in the table, and if any
of the criterion presented a limitation.
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4.6.1 Table of Results
My table is presented with the chosen design patterns as rows and my
criteria as columns. I think this gives great readability where it is easy to
spot if anything stands out. See Table 4.14.
In my table I use either Yes or No as result, or a rating on the scale Low,
Middle or High. The criteria that are rated are based on my experience
working with the design patterns. But some of the results have a question
mark (?). These are results that can not simply be answered with either yes
or no, or be rated. I also have some rare results that are marked "limited"
and "yes and no".
For explanations for each result, go to the representative design pattern
presented in this chapter.
4.6.2 Point of Interest
When looking at my table of results as a matrix, there are several interesting
points. The most interesting ones are maybe those that have a question
mark or differ in results.
Observer + Possible
I have given this a Limited result, where I elsewhere rate it either yes or no.
The reason for this is that the Observer design pattern is implementable
to a limited degree. Observer design pattern over multiple components in
Android is possible, but they can not reference each other directly. So one
ends up having to use the Android system for communication.
In my discussion of the Observer design pattern in this thesis, I also
discuss that one can implement a straight forward Observer design pattern
if using only a single Activity. So it can be said that the design pattern
is directly implementable, but not if you want the Observer behaviour
implemented over multiple components in Android. I therefore conclude
that the result of Observer design pattern being Possible in Android is
Limited.
Singleton + Consistent
I have given this a "Yes and No" result. This is because one has no control of
how Android handles a Singleton over multiple components. The Android
system may destroy a Singleton at any time to free up memory. So if you
set some data in the Singleton in Activity A and then swap to Activity B,
the same Singleton you try to reference in the Activity B may create a new
instance if the Android system has destroyed the Singleton in between.
This may lead to consistency problems and the result is therefore No.
In my implementation of the Singleton design pattern in this thesis,
I present what can be used in Android to get a consistent Singleton. A
Service is a Singleton by nature, and it has a life cycle where one can handle
data if it is destroyed. This is the reason for my Yes in the results.
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After looking at simple Java Singletons and a Service as a Singleton in
Android, I concluded that the result of Singleton being consistent is "Yes
and No".
Factory + Useful
I have given both Factory Method and Abstract Method a question mark
(?) result when it comes to usefulness. The reason for this is that I think
these two design patterns became a bit extensive in Android. Because
custom objects in an Activity only exist as long as the Activity lives, one
will have decompose them down to fit the Bundle object to send them
between Activities. So if one needs the strength of a factory in an Android
application one should consider having the factory do both decomposing
and recomposing. But as a straight forward implementation I would
question their usefulness.
Remote Proxy + Extensive to Implement
The cost of implementing Remote Proxy in Android ended on High. One
of the main reasons for this is that I did not find a way to get Java RMI
(Remote Method Invocation) [22] to work with Java Servlets. So I ended
up programming the RMI myself using JSON for data interchange. But the
result turned out quite nice, where I was able to send custom objects in the
RMI and not just low level objects like Integer, String, etc.
A more robust solution would probably be to find a library to do this.
But then you have less control of what happening in the background.
Programming it from scratch gave me insight on what to watch out for
in Java: The fact that you have run the RMI in separate threads being the
first, and that you have to find a way to get back to the UI Thread to publish
something for the user being the second.
But the solution I came up with was very expensive to implement, and
I therefore rated the result as High.
State + Dependency on the System
The result of the State design pattern Dependency on the System ended
on Yes and No. Implementing the State design pattern in Android is
straight forward. One makes the interfaces, defines the different states
and encapsulates the behaviour to the respectively State. To make State
design pattern stay consistent one will have to take the Android system into
account. And what Android calls State is not the same as the State design
pattern, but it is what you have to incorporate the State design pattern with
to make it stay consistent.
So the result of this is No because one can implement it directly, and Yes
because one needs to take the Android system in use to stay consistent.
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Composite + Maintenance
The result of how composite impacts the maintenance in Android is High.
In comparison to rest of the design patterns, this is the only one that
differs from Low or question mark. The reason for this is that Composite
design pattern is objects organized in a tree structure. If you make any
changes without storing it to stable storage, you will have to decompose
the structure in a Bundle object each time an Activity pauses, and then
recompose it when restarted. If you choose to save the Composite tree
to stable storage each time it change, you will still have to recreate the
Composite tree each time an component holding it is created. So Composite
has a potentially High maintenance work depending on the size of the
Composite tree. The result of this is therefore rated as high.
MVC + Possible
After trying to implement MVC (Model View Controller) in Android,
I found it impossible. The reason was because of Android’s standard
Architecture consisting of loosely coupled parts that are never referenced
directly. But as I found a way to implement Observer design pattern in
Android, I came up with a MAS (Model Activity System) solution. But as I
did not find standard MVC to be implementable with all its strength, I set
the result to No.
Rest of the Results
There are more points in the matrix that has result differing from the yes,
no and rated ones. But these results are not interesting enough to be worth
writing about. For an explanation of any of them, go to the respective
design pattern in this thesis.
4.6.3 Patterns
I also tried to find if there was any pattern between the different criteria in
my results. From working through my chosen design pattern I had a feeling
that Complexity and Maintenance had some dependency on the Composite
design pattern. But when I looked at the rest of the results, I found other
design patterns that have Middle Complexity to have Low Maintenance.
So the dependency between the criteria can not be there.
The only pattern I found was between Dependency on the System
and Consistent. Design patterns that do not have Dependency on the
System can be considered consistent. This is quite logical, as design
patterns that are not affected by the Android system will have the same
implementation as in Java. Given this pattern between my criteria I can say
that the composite design pattern is consistent, because it does not have
Dependency on the System.
After going through my table of results I only ended up finding one
pattern. Rest of my criteria did not seem to depend on any other criterion.
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4.6.4 Limitation
I was also interested to see if there was any common barrier that kept
design patterns from being implementable. After going through all my
chosen design patterns, I found that the Android System was the limitation
that kept a design pattern from being directly implementable. It all came
down to having to adjust to the standard Android architecture consisting
of loosely coupled components having their own life cycle.
Communication Between Services and Activities
Design patterns that had to communicate between different components
had to use the Android system as messaging system. Observer design
pattern was the pattern that mainly had this issue.
Adjusting to the Lifecycle
For objects to stay consistent, they had to be put under components that
were handled by a life cycle. Singleton and State design pattern had this
Dependency on the System.
Background Operation and Multithreading
All time consuming operations need to happen in separate threads in
Android, otherwise the application will die after no response in five
seconds. Given the dependency that only the UI thread can make changes
to the User Interface, a handler, broadcast or AsyncTask class have to be
used to get back to the UI thread. Remote Proxy was the design pattern
that had this issue.
4.6.5 Summary
The most important results were the ones that had Dependency on the
System. They had to adjust to work well with the Android system. The
only results the unaffected design patterns had were that they either had
potential high maintenance work or were a bit extensive in an Android
application.
The reason behind some design patterns having to adjust to the
Android system is also important. The three limitations presented under
4.6.4 Limitations might be important notes for people learning to program
for Android.
4.7 Discussion
I have had a very practical approach to my thesis, meaning that I have
spent a lot of time in code trying out different approaches. I have had some
wrong approaches that are not worth mentioning, but I think my mistakes
gave me insight. For example, the result of the Singleton design pattern
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changed during the work as I started having problems keeping it consistent
through my application. My first approach to the Observer design pattern
was also quite interesting. I did not always understand why I was having
problems and I spent some time figuring out a better approach. Reading
about the Android System and understanding it better was my strongest
tool for finding solutions to implement design patterns.
There are quite a few design patterns that I have not mentioned in
this thesis. The ones I have mentioned may even have better solutions
than the ones I came up with. As Android keeps growing and new
versions are released, better and simpler solutions provided by Android
Development might occur. Even when I was developing my application,
I had to change how notifications were handled. This was because I had
to increase my API (Application Programming Interface) target to bring in
newer functionalities, and ended up with Jelly Bean 4.1 having a newer
way of building and handling notifications [14].
4.7.1 Dependency on the System
Some might still wonder what I mean when talking about Dependency on
the System. It basically comes down to having to interact with the Android
system to achieve a goal. My goal was to see if my chosen design patterns
fit into an Android Environment.
The dependencies I found were only core functionalities in Android.
But for some design patterns to work properly I had to get the design
pattern to use these core functionalities. And even when doing this
I ended up with Observer design pattern being implementable with
limitations and MVC (Model View Controller) not being implementable.
The consequences of not adjusting to the system were everything from
inconsistent behaviour to the application crashing. If we take State design
pattern for example, implementing it directly made it reset if you were to
tilt the phone to the side. This is because the phone destroys and recreates
an Activity when changing orientation from vertical to horizontal. For the
State design pattern to stay consistent you have to save and restore the
states as the Activity is paused and restarted. So the State design pattern
would have to adjust to Android’s LifeCycle.
Observer design pattern also had to adjust to Android’s LifeCycle in
the way that it registered and unregistered Broadcast Receivers. But the
main dependency the Observer design pattern has is that it has to sort
its communication between components. So the Observer design pattern
is using the Intent system in Android wisely to notify its observers about
state changes.
The design pattern that I had most consistency problems with, was the
Singleton design pattern. For a long time, I had Singletons implemented
as a simple Java Singleton. But when I was starting to have problems with
data stored in a Singleton getting lost, I had to find out what was the cause.
I therefore had to put my Singleton under a component with a life cycle
so that I would be able to save data to stable storage if destroyed. And
because a Service is a Singleton by nature and can be set to be private to
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an application, the problem of having a consistent Singleton in Android
was solved. So the dependency was basically to use a core component in
Android.
The Remote Proxy brought the challenge of having multiple threads
on the table. The Challenge lies in that Android does not allow making
any remote calls from the UI Thread. Then again the UI Thread is the
only one that can publish anything to the user. So getting updates from
a remote source and publishing data consistent, forced me to deal with
multithreading. I have done this in an earlier project using Java Handler,
but I wanted to see what tools Android had that could solve this. The
solution I present in this thesis is using an AsyncTask Class to handle
multithreading. But it is also possible to use Broadcast Receivers as used in
the Observer design pattern in this thesis. The consequence of trying to do
remote calls from the UI Thread is that the application dies.
The last design pattern that had Dependency on the System was MVC.
This design pattern separates the controller from the views, which Android
does not. So I ended up concluding that MVC is not implementable. But I
came up with a solution where View and Controller are merged, and then
I used the Observer design pattern from this thesis as the Model. So the
dependency lies in having to follow Android architecture and Observer
design pattern from this thesis.
4.7.2 Programming for Android
The general challenge when programming in an Android Environment is
to understand the Android architecture. One is early introduced to the
Activity component, but that is only enough to get something presented
on the screen. To get a fully functional application one should get used to
Services and Broadcast Receivers. If one needs a data storage that can be
shared across applications, one should have a look at content providers as
well.
What is important to understand in Android is that an Application
consists of loosely coupled components that you never reference directly.
If one needs anything else than the first Activity one will have to ask the
Android System to start it. If asking the system to start another Activity
then the current Activity will be put on the back stack. If asking the system
to start a Service one will have to flag it correctly to stay alive when not in
use.
The place the Android system gets all the knowledge about an
application from is through the applications manifest file. There one will
have to define all the Services and Activities, or else they will not exist.
The same goes for Broadcast Receivers, which is not a part of an Activity
or Service, and Content Providers. All kinds of access an application
needs are also defined in the manifest file, including access to the specific
components. Activities, Services and Broadcast Receivers can all get intent
filters that tell if they should trigger when getting an implicit intent. The
Android System is the commander of all the manifest files on a phone, and
responds to request according to what knowledge it is given.
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Understand that an application is not just a small program running
on the phone. It is an application that is part of the Android System
where in theory everyone can interact with each other if they have access.
Understanding this, one is better equipped to make a well-functioning
application. One may also more easily spot challenges in programming
for Android.
4.7.3 Other Ways to do it
The solutions I present in this thesis are just one way to implement my
chosen design patterns. I am not saying that my solutions are the best
ones. But they are working with the Android System to solve the problem
the design pattern is solving. The most important knowledge that should
come from this is what challenges I faced when implementing my chosen
design pattern and how I had to adjust.
There are most likely more ways of solving the problems I was having.
Some of the problems may not be relevant in some situations, while others
may find new challenges trying to get some functionality I have not tried
out.
4.7.4 Android Development
Another aspect that is important to take into consideration, is that Android
is constantly developing. New versions are released often and the Android
SDK (Software Development Kit) is growing. "Out of the box" solutions are
given to the programmer to make well-working applications more easily.
Older solutions are becoming outdated as new technology is developed,
so one should be careful to increase the API (Application Programming
Interface) level of a working application. My experience increasing the API
level is that a part that was working just fine became broken.
One of the "out of the box" solutions I used in this thesis is the
AsycnTask Class, which handles multithreading. It is a quite handy tool,
because one does not have to worry about getting into a separate thread
and then getting back to the UI Thread. This can also be combined easily
with a dialog box because it has both pre-execution and post-execution.
Except from AsyncTask Class I tried to keep my solutions around
Android’s core system. This is because I think it is important to master
the basics, and the core architecture is most likely not going to change over
new versions of Android.
4.7.5 Android taking Design Patterns Forward
After working with Android through this project, I have found it to use
some of the classic design patterns. But I would also say that they might
try to take some design patterns one step forward. It might not be entirely
equal to the classing design patterns but it looks like the logic is there.
Let us take the Intent system for example. This is a messaging system
that passes an Intent object from one place to another. When one ask the
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system to do anything, there will always be an Intent object that can contain
anything from info to the system to data to its destination. We will find
some resemblance if we compare an Intent with a classic Observer design
pattern. In the Observer design pattern we have an Observer with an
update method, which has an Observable object as input. The intention
of the Observable object that is sent to the update method can be compared
to the Intent object. In the Observer design pattern the update method
fetches the data it needs from the Observable object, while in a method
receiving an Intent as input fetch the data it need from the Intent object.
So they basically do the same thing. They are fetching data from an object
that is loosely coupled from itself. So I would say that Android has taken
the Observer design pattern one step forward by generalizing the Observer
design pattern to fit into all Android’s components. The Intent System does
not follow the Observer design pattern in any way, but the Android System
with its Intents favours loosely coupled components.
They have also chosen to implement their Service component as a
Singleton, so it can never have more than one version of a Service. But
they have also added the option of setting flags and given the Service
component different access points. I think this is a smart approach in a
smartphone environment where there is lower memory available. So one
can specify how an Singleton Service should operate by flagging it to stay
alive in the background or die when not needed. It also has a life cycle
like Activities in Android, so it is possible to store data to stable storage if
destroyed.
Android also deliver all their "out of the box" solutions as templates. So
they are easy to get started with and open for extensions.
I think Android (now owned by Google) had design pattern in mind
when developing the Android system. Not only as straight forward
implementations but also how they could take design patterns one step
forward.
4.7.6 Design Patterns I have not looked at
There are many design patterns I have not looked at in this thesis. As I
said in my chosen design pattern section, I wanted to test out the most
common ones. Some might argue that I should have chosen more design
patterns if I were to select the most common ones, but I had to draw a line
somewhere. I think I have managed to spot the most common challenges
when implementing design patterns in Android. However, testing more
design patterns against Android might reveal new challenges I have not
yet spotted.
4.7.7 How Design Patterns fit the Smartphone Environment
It all comes down to whether design patterns fit a smartphone environ-
ment. My personal opinion is that most design patterns fit in the smart-
phone environment. One may have to set architecture design like MVC to
the side, but it is still possible to use some great programming practises in a
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smartphone environment. As long as one uses the Android system with its
Activities, Services, broadcast receivers and content providers, one is free
to design the system as desired. One must only be sure to work with the
core functionality of the system.
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Part III
Conclusion
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
I conclude that most design patterns are implementable with some
limitations, where it is the Android system that hinders certain design
patterns from being fully implementable. It is Android’s loosely coupled
architecture consisting of the four main components (Activity, Service,
Content Provider and Broadcast receivers) that sets the restrictions for what
is possible to implement. It may be hard for new Android programmers to
see the restrictions, and they may easily run into problems because of them.
It is important to take the system into account when using design
patterns in an Android environment. Design patterns need to live
through the roughness of applications being paused, stopped, restarted
and destroyed. Using the internal communication system on Android is
something a programmer has to get used to. Trying to force Android to
hold direct references to everything will make an application die before it
is started.
There were certain design patterns I found did not fit Android very
well. Some design patterns that resulted in high complexity ended up
having high maintenance work. This is due to applications’ life cycle and
applications having to ensure that their state was maintained. Avoiding
complex data structures might be wise.
I also had a look at implementing a classic MVC (Model View
Controller) architectural design pattern. But I found this went against
Android’s architecture.
5.1 Contributions
Comments to my contributions
• Implementing well known Design Patterns in Android
• Analysing whether the Chosen Design Patterns fit
• Finding Limitations in Android
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5.1.1 Implementing well known Design Patterns in Android
I have implemented some well known design patterns in Android. The
design patterns that had to take the System into account were the most
interesting. For example, I offer an implementation of Observer design
pattern that uses the system wisely to achieve a one-to-many functionality.
It has some limitations compared to a straightforward Observer design
pattern, but it is built on the same principles.
5.1.2 Analysing whether the Chosen Design Patterns fit
As mentioned in my conclusion, I found most of the chosen design patterns
fit a Smartphone Environment with some limitations, but that you should
avoid using design patterns that resulted in high complexity, such as
Composite. This is due to Android’s life cycle that has to deconstruct and
reconstruct Activities and Services on each life cycle to keep the application
consistent. So any data stored in Activities and Services need to be stored
and restored with the components’ life cycle.
5.1.3 Finding Limitations in Android
It is mostly design patterns that have Dependency on the System that have
limitations. The exception is the architecture design pattern MVC, which
goes against Android’s Architecture. The Android system itself consists
of loosely coupled components where one application can call another
applications’ components if allowed. To compensate for this in Android
one will have to take the advantage of Android’s internal communication
system. Using the system to communication between components instead
of hard references would be the Android approach.
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Part IV
Appendix
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Appendix A
Code
The code presented in this appendix is not from the application I made.
I have taken out the code from the application and tried to make a more
readable version. And it is the design patterns implementation that did not
have room in the thesis that I have put here.
A.1 Remote Proxy
Figure A.1 show the overview of the Remote Proxy I made for Android.
And in this section I will show the rest of the code.
A.1.1 Client in Figure A.1
1 package master.activity.lifeccycletest;
3 import android.os.AsyncTask;
import android.os.Bundle;
5 import android.app.Activity;
import android.view.Menu;
7 import android.view.View;
import android.widget.EditText;
9 import android.widget.TextView;
Figure A.1: Remote Proxy Design Pattern in Android
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11 public class QustionActivity extends Activity {
13 @Override
protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState)
{
15 super.onCreate(savedInstanceState);
setContentView(R.layout.activity_qustion);
17 }
19 @Override
public boolean onCreateOptionsMenu(Menu menu) {
21 // Inflate the menu; this adds items to the
action bar if it is present.
getMenuInflater ().inflate(R.menu.activity_qustion
, menu);
23 return true;
}
25
public void askQuestion(View view) {
27 EditText edit = (EditText) findViewById(R.id.
edit_message);
new askQuestion ().execute(new String [] { edit.
getText ().toString (), });
29 }
31 private class askQuestion extends AsyncTask <String ,
Void , String > {
33 @Override
protected String doInBackground(String ... params)
{
35 return new ProxyService ().Question(params [0]);
}
37
@Override
39 protected void onPostExecute(String result) {
super.onPostExecute(result);
41 if (result.equals(""))
result = "no result";
43 TextView text = (TextView) findViewById(R.id.
answer);
text.setText(result);
45 }
47 }
49 }
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A.1.2 The Proxy Interface named Subject in figure A.1
1 package master.activity.lifeccycletest;
3 public interface RemoteProxyInterface {
5 public String Question(String question);
7 }
A.1.3 Proxy from figure A.1
1 package master.activity.lifeccycletest;
3 public class ProxyService extends RemoteProxy
implements RemoteProxyInterface {
5 // Servlet is
private final static String SERVLET = "/
ServiceServlet";
7
public ProxyService () {
9 super(SERVLET);
}
11
@Override
13 public String Question(String question) {
Object obj = invokeMethodSynchronous(
createNetworkPackage("Question",
15 new Object [] { question }));
if (obj instanceof String)
17 return (String) obj;
return "";
19 }
21 }
A.1.4 The Remote Proxy Template Class from figure A.1
1
package master.activity.lifeccycletest;
3
import org.json.simple.JSONArray;
5 import org.json.simple.JSONObject;
import org.json.simple.parser.JSONParser;
7 import org.json.simple.parser.ParseException;
9 import android.util.Log;
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11 import com.google.gson.Gson;
13 import java.io.IOException;
import java.io.OutputStream;
15 import java.lang.reflect .*;
import java.net.HttpURLConnection;
17 import java.net.MalformedURLException;
import java.net.URL;
19 import java.util.HashMap;
import java.util.Iterator;
21 import java.util.Map;
import java.util.Random;
23 import java.util.Map.Entry;
25 public abstract class RemoteProxy {
27 private static final String TAG = RemoteProxy.class
.getName ();
private String servlet;
29
private final String SERVER_URL = "http
://192.168.0.104:8080/ Server";
31 private static final int MAX_ATTEMPTS = 5;
private static final int BACKOFF_MILLI_SECONDS =
2000;
33 private static final Random random = new Random ();
public static final String DATA = "data";
35
public RemoteProxy(String servlet) {
37 this.servlet = servlet;
}
39
protected String createNetworkPackage(String method
, Object [] args) {
41 Gson gson = new Gson();
JSONArray arg = new JSONArray ();
43 for (int i = 0; i < args.length; i++) {
arg.add(gson.toJson(args[i]));
45 }
47 JSONObject networkpackage = new JSONObject ();
networkpackage.put("args", arg);
49 networkpackage.put("method", method);
51 return networkpackage.toString ();
}
53
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public Object invokeMethodSynchronous(String
networkPackage) {
55 String respons = SynchronousCall(networkPackage);
return getReturnParameter(respons);
57 }
59 private Object getReturnParameter(String
networkPackage) {
JSONParser parser = new JSONParser ();
61 Gson gson = new Gson();
try {
63 Object obj = parser.parse(networkPackage);
JSONObject jsonObject = (JSONObject) obj;
65
String methodname = (String) jsonObject.get("
method");
67 JSONArray gsonargs = (JSONArray) jsonObject.get
("args");
69 Method method = getMethod(methodname);
if (method != null) {
71 Class <?> returnType = method.getReturnType ();
String arg = gsonargs.get(0).toString ();
73 Object result = gson.fromJson(arg , returnType
);
75 return result;
} else {
77 Log.d(TAG , "Respons method not implemented: "
+ methodname);
}
79
} catch (ParseException e) {
81 e.printStackTrace ();
}
83 return null;
}
85
private Method getMethod(String methodName) {
87 Method [] methods = this.getClass ().getMethods ();
for (int i = 0; i < methods.length; i++) {
89 if (methods[i]. getName ().equals(methodName))
return methods[i];
91 }
return null;
93 }
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//This method is copyed from an example provided by
Android.
97 // Source: https :// code.google.com/p/android -shuffle
/source/browse/src/org/dodgybits/shuffle/android
/server/gcm/ServerUtilities.java?r=60
c4c54a1aa1b720b25fd77f821ecc03f8f07357
//I have modified what parameters that go in the
package
99
// Remote Call
101 private String SynchronousCall(String
networkPackage) {
String serverUrl = SERVER_URL + servlet;
103 long backoff = BACKOFF_MILLI_SECONDS + random.
nextInt (1000);
Map <String , String > parm = new HashMap <String ,
String >();
105 parm.put(DATA , networkPackage);
107 for (int i = 1; i <= MAX_ATTEMPTS; i++) {
Log.d(TAG , "Attempt #" + i + " to register");
109 try {
String respons = postWithRespons(serverUrl ,
parm);
111 return respons;
} catch (IOException e) {
113 // Here we are simplifying and retrying on
any error; in a real
// application , it should retry only on
unrecoverable errors
115 // (like HTTP error code 503).
Log.e(TAG , "Failed to send message " + i, e);
117 if (i == MAX_ATTEMPTS) {
break;
119 }
try {
121 Log.d(TAG , "Sleeping for " + backoff + " ms
before retry");
Thread.sleep(backoff);
123 } catch (InterruptedException e1) {
// Activity finished before we complete -
exit.
125 Log.d(TAG , "Thread interrupted: abort
remaining retries!");
Thread.currentThread ().interrupt ();
127 return "";
}
129 // increase backoff exponentially
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backoff *= 2;
131 }
}
133 return "";
}
135
private static String postWithRespons(String
endpoint ,
137 Map <String , String > params) throws IOException
{
String result = "";
139
URL url;
141 try {
url = new URL(endpoint);
143 } catch (MalformedURLException e) {
throw new IllegalArgumentException("invalid url
: " + endpoint);
145 }
StringBuilder bodyBuilder = new StringBuilder ();
147 Iterator <Entry <String , String >> iterator = params
.entrySet ().iterator ();
// constructs the POST body using the parameters
149 while (iterator.hasNext ()) {
Entry <String , String > param = iterator.next();
151 bodyBuilder.append(param.getKey ()).append(’=’).
append(param.getValue ());
if (iterator.hasNext ()) {
153 bodyBuilder.append(’&’);
}
155 }
String body = bodyBuilder.toString ();
157 Log.v(TAG , "Posting ’" + body + "’ to " + url);
byte[] bytes = body.getBytes ();
159 HttpURLConnection conn = null;
try {
161 conn = (HttpURLConnection) url.openConnection ()
;
conn.setDoOutput(true);
163 conn.setUseCaches(false);
conn.setFixedLengthStreamingMode(bytes.length);
165 conn.setRequestMethod("POST");
conn.setRequestProperty("Content -Type",
167 "application/x-www -form -urlencoded;charset=
UTF -8");
// post the request
169 OutputStream out = conn.getOutputStream ();
out.write(bytes);
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171 out.close();
// handle the response
173 int status = conn.getResponseCode ();
if (status != 200) {
175 throw new IOException("Post failed with error
code " + status);
} else {
177 String mes = conn.getHeaderField("respons");
if (mes != null) {
179 result = mes;
}
181
}
183 } finally {
if (conn != null) {
185
conn.disconnect ();
187 }
}
189 return result;
}
191 }
A.1.5 ProxyServlet template from figure A.1
1
package master.server;
3
import java.lang.reflect .*;
5
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet;
7
import org.json.simple.JSONArray;
9 import org.json.simple.JSONObject;
import org.json.simple.parser.JSONParser;
11 import org.json.simple.parser.ParseException;
13 import com.google.gson.Gson;
15 public abstract class ProxyServlet extends
HttpServlet {
private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
17
Object destinationClass;
19
public ProxyServlet(Object destinationClass) {
21 super();
this.destinationClass = destinationClass;
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23 }
25 public String invokeMethod(String networkPackage) {
String respons = "";
27
JSONParser parser = new JSONParser ();
29 Gson gson = new Gson();
try {
31 Object obj = parser.parse(networkPackage);
JSONObject jsonObject = (JSONObject) obj;
33
String methodname = (String) jsonObject.get("
method");
35 JSONArray gsonargs = (JSONArray) jsonObject.get
("args");
37 Object [] args = new Object[gsonargs.size()];
39 Method method = getMethod(methodname);
if (method != null) {
41 Class <?>[] types = method.getParameterTypes ()
;
43 for (int i = 0; i < args.length; i++) {
String json = gsonargs.get(i).toString ();
45 args[i] = gson.fromJson(json , types[i]);
}
47
Object result = method.invoke(
destinationClass , args);
49
if (result != null) {
51 Object [] arg = { result };
respons = createNetworkPackage(methodname ,
arg);
53 } else {
respons = "Void";
55 }
return respons;
57 } else {
System.out.println("Can not find method: " +
methodname);
59 }
} catch (ParseException e) {
61 e.printStackTrace ();
} catch (IllegalAccessException e) {
63 e.printStackTrace ();
} catch (IllegalArgumentException e) {
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65 e.printStackTrace ();
} catch (InvocationTargetException e) {
67 e.printStackTrace ();
}
69 return respons;
}
71
private Method getMethod(String methodName) {
73 Method [] methods = destinationClass.getClass ().
getMethods ();
for (int i = 0; i < methods.length; i++) {
75 if (methods[i]. getName ().equals(methodName))
return methods[i];
77 }
return null;
79 }
81 public String createNetworkPackage(String method ,
Object [] args) {
Gson gson = new Gson();
83 JSONArray arg = new JSONArray ();
for (int i = 0; i < args.length; i++) {
85 arg.add(gson.toJson(args[i]));
}
87
JSONObject networkpackage = new JSONObject ();
89 networkpackage.put("args", arg);
networkpackage.put("method", method);
91
return networkpackage.toString ();
93 }
}
A.1.6 SubjectServlet from figure A.1
package master.server;
2
import java.io.IOException;
4 import javax.servlet.ServletException;
import javax.servlet.annotation.WebServlet;
6 import javax.servlet.http.HttpServlet;
import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;
8 import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;
10 @WebServlet("/ServiceServlet")
public class ServiceServlet extends ProxyServlet {
12
private static final long serialVersionUID = 1L;
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14 public static final String DATA = "data";
16 /**
* @see HttpServlet#HttpServlet ()
18 */
public ServiceServlet () {
20 super(new Service ());
}
22
protected void doPost(HttpServletRequest request ,
HttpServletResponse response)
24 throws ServletException , IOException {
String networkPackage = HttpServletHandeling.
getParameter(request , DATA);
26 if (networkPackage != null) {
String resp = invokeMethod(networkPackage);
28 response.setHeader("respons", resp);
}
30 }
32 }
A.1.7 RealSubject from figure A.1
package master.server;
2
public class Service implements RemoteProxyInterface
{
4
@Override
6 public String Question(String question) {
if (question.equals("but"))
8 return "im sry";
return "I do not know";
10 }
12 }
A.2 State
In the 4.4.3 State I present the interfaces of the design pattern implemented
in Android. This section will show rest of the code.
A.2.1 Activity holding the GuineaPig
public class LifeCycle extends Activity{
2 ...
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4 private GuineaPig chris;
6 @Override
protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState){
8 super.onCreate(savedInstanceState);
...
10
chris = new Chris();
12 }
@Override
14 protected void onRestoreInstanceState(Bundle
savedInstanceState){
super.onRestoreInstanceState(savedInstanceState);
16 ...
18 chris.restoreState(savedInstanceState);
}
20
@Override
22 protected void onSaveInstanceState(Bundle outState)
{
super.onSaveInstanceState(outState);
24 ...
26 chris.saveState(outState);
}
28 ...
}
A.2.2 GuineaPig Interface
1 package master.activity.lifeccycletest;
3 import android.os.Bundle;
5 public interface GuineaPig {
7 public void wakeup ();
public void run();
9 public void rest();
11 public void saveState(Bundle outState);
public void restoreState(Bundle savedInstanceState)
;
13 }
A.2.3 Chris the GuineaPig
1 package master.activity.lifeccycletest;
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3 import android.os.Bundle;
5 public class Chris implements GuineaPig {
7 private AwakeState awakestate;
private TiredState tiredstate;
9 private SleepingState sleepstate;
11 private State state;
13 public Chris() {
awakestate = new AwakeState ();
15 tiredstate = new TiredState ();
sleepstate = new SleepingState ();
17 state = sleepstate;
}
19
@Override
21 public void wakeup () {
state.Wakeup ();
23 if (state instanceof SleepingState)
state = awakestate;
25 }
27 @Override
public void run() {
29 if (!state.Run() && state instanceof AwakeState)
state = tiredstate;
31 }
33 @Override
public void rest() {
35 state.Rest();
if (state instanceof TiredState)
37 state = sleepstate;
}
39
@Override
41 public void saveState(Bundle outState) {
outState.putInt("State", state.getStateID ());
43 state.saveState(outState);
45 }
47 @Override
public void restoreState(Bundle savedInstanceState)
{
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49 int stateID = savedInstanceState.getInt("State");
if (stateID == sleepstate.getStateID ()) {
51 state = sleepstate;
} else if (stateID == tiredstate.getStateID ()) {
53 state = tiredstate;
} else {
55 state = awakestate;
}
57 state.restoreState(savedInstanceState);
}
59
}
A.2.4 State Interface
package master.activity.lifeccycletest;
2
import android.os.Bundle;
4
public interface State {
6
final int SLEEPSTATE = 0;
8 final int AWAKESTATE = 1;
final int TIREDSTATE = 2;
10
public void Wakeup ();
12 public boolean Run();
public void Rest();
14
public int getStateID ();
16
public void saveState(Bundle outState);
18 public void restoreState(Bundle savedInstanceState)
;
20 }
A.2.5 AwakeState
package master.activity.lifeccycletest;
2
import android.os.Bundle;
4
public class AwakeState implements State {
6
int energy = 3;
8
@Override
10 public void Wakeup () {
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System.out.println("Allready Awake");
12 }
14 @Override
public boolean Run() {
16 if (energy <= 0) {
energy = 3;
18 return false;
}
20 energy --;
System.out.println("Running");
22 return true;
}
24
@Override
26 public void Rest() {
System.out.println("Don’t want to!");
28
}
30
@Override
32 public int getStateID () {
return AWAKESTATE;
34 }
36 @Override
public void saveState(Bundle outState) {
38 outState.putInt(AWAKESTATE + "energy", energy);
// save additional data
40
}
42
@Override
44 public void restoreState(Bundle savedInstanceState)
{
energy = savedInstanceState.getInt(AWAKESTATE + "
energy");
46
}
48
}
A.2.6 SleepingState
1 package master.activity.lifeccycletest;
3 import android.os.Bundle;
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5 public class SleepingState implements State {
7 @Override
public void Wakeup () {
9 System.out.println("Good morning");
}
11
@Override
13 public boolean Run() {
System.out.println("ZZZzzz ...");
15 return false;
}
17
@Override
19 public void Rest() {
System.out.println("ZZZzzz ...");
21
}
23
@Override
25 public int getStateID () {
return SLEEPSTATE;
27 }
29 @Override
public void saveState(Bundle outState) {
31 // save additional data
33 }
35 @Override
public void restoreState(Bundle savedInstanceState)
{
37 // restore additinal data
}
39
}
A.2.7 TiredState
1 package master.activity.lifeccycletest;
3 import android.os.Bundle;
5 public class TiredState implements State {
7 @Override
public void Wakeup () {
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9 System.out.println("Im still here , but would
rather sleep");
}
11
@Override
13 public boolean Run() {
System.out.println("To tired");
15 return false;
}
17
@Override
19 public void Rest() {
System.out.println("Tnx , going to sleep now");
21
}
23
@Override
25 public int getStateID () {
return TIREDSTATE;
27 }
29 @Override
public void saveState(Bundle outState) {
31 // save additional data
33 }
35 @Override
public void restoreState(Bundle savedInstanceState)
{
37 // restore additinal data
}
39
}
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Appendix B
Related work
In my related work i reference a email sent between my advisor Eric Bartley
Jul and Ralph Johnson. The full version of this email is added here
B.1 Email Between Eric and Ralph
On 2013-07-15 19:55, Eric Jul IFI UiO wrote:
Ralph,
thanks for your prompt answer :)
And, indeed, I think that he is pursuing a fruitful area :)
Sincerely,
Eric
Ralph Johnson skrev/wrote 2013-07-15 16:15:
I’m afraid I don’t know of work specific to Android. Given that
it is Java, I would be surprised if there weren’t lots of examples
of design patterns in their code, but I don’t know anybody who
has worked in that area.
So, it ought to be a fruitful area for your student.
-Ralph
On Mon, Jul 15, 2013 at 10:51 AM, Eric Jul IFI UiO
<ericbj@ifi.uio.no> wrote:
Hi Ralph,
nice talking to you at ECOOP - and thanks for sending in so
many paper :)
A quick question: I have a student who is looking at Design
Patterns as applied to Android applications - would you have
any related work references that you might point him to?
Or any thoughts on Android in relation to Design Patterns?
Hope you enjoyed Montpellier and got back safely :)
Sincerely,
Eric
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